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ABSTRACT 

The dynamics of infrared multiphoton excitation and dissociation 

of SF, has been investigated under collision free conditions by a 

crossed laser-molecular beam method. In order to understand the 

excitation mechanism and to elucidate the requirements of laser 

intensity and energy fluence, a series of experiments have been 

carried out to measure the dissociation yield dependences on energy 

fluence, vibrational temperature of SF &, the pulse duration of the 

C0 2 laser and the frequency in both one and two laser experiments. 

Translational energy distributions of the SF,- dissociation product 

measured by time of flight and angular distributions and the 

dissociation lifetime of excited SF 6 as inferred from the observa

tion of secondary dissociation of SF g into SF. and F during the 

laser pulse suggest that the dynamics of dissociation of excited 

v 
u 
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molecules is dominated by complete energy randomization and rapid 

intramolecular energy transfer on a nanosecond timescale, and can 

be adequately described by RRKM theory. 

An improved phenomenological model including the initial intensity 

dependent excitation, a rate equation describing the absorption and 

stimulated emission of single photons, and the unimolecular dissociation 

of excited molecules is constructed based on available experimental 

results. The model shows that the energy fluence of the laser 

determines the excitation of molecules in the quasi-continuum and the 

excess energy with which molecules dissociate after the laser pulse. 

The role played by the laser intensity in multiphoton dissociation is 

more significant than just that of overcoming the intensity dependent 

absorption in the lowest levels. Once molecules are excited to energies 

where the rate of decomposition competes with the rate of up-excitation, 

the average level of excitation of the dissociating molecules is 

determined by the laser intensity. A comparison between the model 

calculations for SFv and CF 3I shows that the much larger CF,I dissocia

tion rate constant at the same level of excess excitation causes CF,I 

to dissociate immediately after exceeding the dissociation energy, in 

contrast to the absorption by SF, of many photons in excess of that 

required for dissociation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The study of vibrational excitation of molecules by radiation has 

been an ongoing pursuit for approximately 50 years. The quantization 

of molecular vibrations and the infrared excitation of diatomic nole-

cules by a single photon was understood in the 1930's. Since then, 

advances have been made in the theoretical understanding of larger 

polyatomic molecules. With the comparatively recent development of 

high power infrared lasers, the much more conplicatea problems of 

multiphoton excitation and dissociation of polyatomic molecules have 

been studied. 

The possibility that a polyatomic molecule placed in the intense 

field of an infrared laser can absorb enough photons to dissociate 

was first suggested by Isenor and Richardson in 1*71 based on their 

experimental observation of luminescence from dissociation products. 

2 3 4 

In 1973 Isenor et al. and Letokhov et al. * discovered that the 

luminescence contained an instantaneous and a delayed component; the 

instantaneous component suggesting that the absorption of many photons 

and the subsequent molecular dissociation could take place under 

isolated collision-free conditions. This infrared multiphoton dissocia

tion process was subsequently shown to be isotopically selective in 

1974 by Ambartzumian et al. * and Lyman et al. High efficiency and 

high selectivity of the process, as manifested by separation of 

isotopes, gave tremendous impetus to a rapid growth in this new area 

of research. 
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Actually , a considerably amount of interest and excitement was 

also generated by the suggestion that multiphoton excitation is a 

novel method for energizing molecules, one that offered the 

potential for vibrational mode control of molecular decomposition. 

In other words, by depositinq energy into particular vibrational 

modes, it was hopec' that molecules would dissociate along certain 

reaction pathways different from those of thermal decomposition. 

Initial experimental results appeared to support this hypothesis. 

The first reported primary product analysis for the multiphoton 
P 

dissociation of SF, indicated that this molecule dissociated into 

SF» and F~, bypassing the lower energy SFfi and F fragmentation 

channel. Results of gas cell experiments with CFC1, were.inter-

preted to evidence direct dissociation into CFC1 and Cl 2- However, 

molecular beam experiments show that these conclusions are incorrect. 

In multiphoton dissociation of molecular beams of SF, and CFC1, 

collisionless production of SF. and CFC1, respectively, has been 

observed. However, these products are a consequence of multiphoton 

dissociation of the primary products SF 5 and CFC1,; ' not of a 

mode selective decomposition as originally hypothesized. 

The question of whether any multiphoton dissociation irvolves 

a mode selective decomposition is only one of the many questions that 

I have tried to answer using the molecular beam technique. One of 

the most fundamental questions is whether multiphoton excitation and 

dissociation can take place in a collision-free environment. The 
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su:cess of the molecular beam experiments shows that a truly collision-

less multiphoton dissociation occurs. In addition, questions on the 

identity of the primary iMss-.:ciation products and the dissociation 

dynamics could be and were answered by molecular beam as well as 

11-18 
other techniques. Other questions concerning the effects of 

the internal temperature of the polyatomic molecule, the laser pulse 

duration, the laser energy fluence, and the laser frequency on the 

multiphoton dissociation could also be answered by collisionless 

molecular beam experiments, whereas collisions often made the analogous 

gas cell experimental results difficult or impossible to interpret. 

Questions such as (1) what is the population distribution of molecules 

after illumination by a high power infrared laser and (2) is the 

energy in the molecule randomized among the vibrational modes of the 

molecule cannot be answered directly, but require the synthesis of a 

model whose validity must be tested by comparison with experimental 

results. 

A successful qualitative jel has been constructed based on the 

experimental results. A polyatomic molecule with little internal 

energy has discrete states, so monochromatic laser radiation can 

selectively excite a particular vibrational mode of the molecule. 

Indeed the monochromatic excitation over the discrete states is 

responsible for the isotopic selectivity of multiphoton dissociation. 

With increasing internal energy in the molecule the density of states 

2 19 2[ 
increases and the vibrational states soon form a quasi-continuum. ' 
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Thij precludes the possbility cf a mode selective decomposition unless 

a single eijenstate or a coherent superposition of eigenstate^ is 

py.:ited. Lxcitation through the quasi-continuum occurs via non-

isoi.opo selective, resonant stepwise transition! to and beyoH the 

dissociation energy. Beyond the dissociation energy, decomposition 

occurs after the. c-ycitation energy is randomized in the moelcule. 

The transnational energy distribution of the products produced in 

muHipho'on dissociation is consistent with the energy randomization 

hypothesis for a wide variety of n,olecules studied in molecular beam 

11,12 
experiments. 

Further molecular beam experiments as well  as other types of 

experiments gave more support for the model ana led to the construc

tion of a simple, quantitative rate equation model for multiphoton 

dissociation experiments on a nanosecond time scale. '  l The model 

includes an intensity dependent excitation over the discrete states, 

a quasi-continuum where the energy fluence, not the laser intensity, 

determines the amount of excitation, and for molecules with internal 

energies greater than the dissociation energy, a dissociation which 

occurs at a rate given by the RRKM (statistical) theory of unimole-

cular decomposition. One of the most important features of the model 

is that when molecules are excited far enough, the dissociation rate 

competes with the up-excitation rate. The internal energy that 

molecules have when they dissociate, which determines the possible 

dissociation products, is then controlled by the laser intensity. 
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Thus, experiments on molecules showing that the dissociation products 

23 depend on the laser -rtensity, which have been used to defend the 

mode selective decomposition hypothesis, are actually a natural 

consequence of the rate equation model. 

[n this thesis I concentrate on the rate equation model for SF, 

and the molecular bean experiments on SF, multiphoton dissociation 

which can be used to test the rate equation model. The interpretation 

of the molecular beam results, essential to testino the rate equation 

model, relies on an understanding of the experimental apparatus. 

Therefore, the crossed CO, laser-Sf, molecular beam apparatus used 

in the experiments is described in Chapter II except for two features: 

(1) the triple differential pumping of the moelcular beam source and 

(2) the ion fragmentation of netural molecules by electron bombardment 

ionization, which are discussed in Appendix B. The results of the 
24 

nolecular beam experiments and the results of Black et al. are then 

used to construct and justify a rate equation model .cor SF, multiphoton 

dissociation in Chapter II. The role intensity and energy fluence 

play in the multiphoton excitation and dissociation is explained in 

Chapter III using the rate equation model. The computer program used 

for the model calculations is given in Appendix C. 
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II. HULTIPHOTON DISSOCIATION OF SFfi BY A MOLECULAR BEAM METHOD 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a considerable amount of research activity has 

been directed toward understanding the phenomenon of infrared mi;lti-

photon dissociation (MPD) of molecules. " Sulfur hexafluoride has 

figured prominently in much of this research. It was among the first 

molecules to be dissociated by a high power CO, laser. Pressure 

2-4 
dependence of isotopic selectivity in the MPD of SF, suggested that 

the dissociation took place under collisionless conditions. Later, 

molecular beam expeirments confirmed this phypothesis. ' 

Early studies on the MPD products of SF g were interpreted to 

3 5 
indicate (1) dissociation to SF. and F,, ' bypassing the lower energy 

SFc + F fragmentation channel and (2) absorption of 80 to 90 photons 

before dissociation. These results led to the theoretical construction 

of coherent, -node-specifir models for vibrational excitation in intense 

laser fields. More recent experiments, including the ones reported 

here, have shown that the primary dissociation occurs via a S-F bond 

scission. * The translational energy distributions of the fragments 

seem to imply that the excitation energy is completely randomized before 

decomposition. Experimental limits placed on the lifetime for decompo

sition and a recent measurement of the total number of photons absorbed 

12 
before decomposition are in agreement with the assumption of randomiza-

11 
tion of the vibrational energy within the molecule. Lyman and Rockwood 

14 
and Black et al. found that the energy fluence, not the intensity, 
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determines the dissociation yield. Simple, incoherent sequential 

excitation models have been found to fit much of the data. ' 

The well-accepted, qualitative modol for MPD of SF, involves, 

first, a near-resonant absorption of 3-6 infrared photons in a single 

vibrational ladder. Anharmonicity causes a mismatch between the 

vibrational spacing and the laser frequency which is nearly com

pensated by mechanisms such as allowed rotational transitions. At 

higher energy the density of states becomes large, and intermode 

coupling is strong so that, the energy states of the molecules form 

a quasi-continuum. Further excitation of the molecules through this 

quasi-continuum occurs via resonant stepwise single-photon absorption. 

Eventually, the molecules  are excited beyond the dissociation energy 

and dissociate. Because the energy is completely randomized in the 

SF, molecule, the dissociation can be described by a standard 

statistical theory of uni'molecular reactions such as the RRKM theory. 

Statistical theory predicts that dissociation rates increase rapidly 

with increasing excess energy (i.e., excitation energy minus the 

dissociation energy) in the molecule and soon dissociation of the 

molecules starts to compete with up-excitation of the molecules by 

the laser. Hence, when the energy fluencs of the laser is sufficiently 

high, most of the molecules will dissociate from excitation levels 

where the dissociation rate is roughly equal to the upexcitation rate. 

MPD experiments performed on SF, in a molecular beam apparatus 

have provided a large body of information useful in elucidating the 
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details of the MPD of SFfi. Measurements of the angular and time-of-

flight distributions of the products, which have been reported 

previously, ' ' probe the dynamics of dissociation. In order 

to provide a more complete picture of MPD of SF g, we have extended 

our studies to investigate the dependence of the HPD yield on the 

amount of internal excitation in SF,. The absorption of photons 

by 3F, depends upon the frequency and power of the infrared 

radiation as has been observed in many previous experiments (see 

Rtf. 1). By performing the experiments in a molecular beam 

apparatus, we have been able to obtain information that is not 

available in a gas cell experiment. In particular, the vibrational 

temperature of SF, in a molecular beam has been varied while keeping 

the rotational temperature relatively low in order to study the 

absorption under different initial conditions. These new results 

in conjunction with earlier results enable us to produce a more 

realistic model to describe the MPD of SF,. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Our experiments were carried out by a molecular beam method in 

which a collimated molecular beam with a narrow well-defined velocity 

distribution was crossed by a pulsed CO- laser beam. The fragments 

resulting from MPD of the beam were detected as a function of angle by 

a rotatable quadrupole mass spectrometer with an electron bombardment 

ioniser. The direct identification of primary dissociation fragments 

and the measurements of their velocity and angular distributions under 

various experimental conditions were the basis for deriving information 

on the dynamics of MPD of SF g. 

The molecular beam of SF, was formed by expansion of neat SF, 

typically from 150 torr through a 0.1 mm diai.;°ter quartz nozzle. The 

average velocity of the SF, beam was 3.25 x 10 cm/sec and the velocity 

spread could be characterized by a speed to width ratio of v/Av = 4 

where fiv is the FWHM velocity spread. Three stages of differential 

pumping were useo to obtain a well-defined beam of  Z mm diameter and 

~1 FWHM angular spread. The SF, beam density at the point where it 

crossed with the CO, laser was estimated to be 10 torr, compared with 

a total background pressure of 5 x 10" torr. 

The internal translational temperature of SF, in the molecular 

beam was measured from the FWHM velocity spread of the beam to be 

T ~20K. In the expansion, the rotational (R) and vibrational (V) 

temperatures of SF, may be different from the internal translational 

temperature of the beam. Lambert et al. measured that 1005 collisions 

are required to cool SFg by V •* T energy transfer. This was approxi

mately 25 times the number of collisions that occureo' in the expansion. 
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Therefore the internal vibrational tempe-ature of SF, in the bean 

was very close to the temperature of SF, prior to the expansion. 

The rotational temperature of SFg in the beam could be measured from 

the average translational energy of the beam that depends on the initial 

pressure. In the isenthalpic expansion to form the molecular beam, 

the translational energy of the beam should be: 

E t r = kT + | k(T-T t) + | k(T-Tr) 

The initial temperature prior to expansion, T, was 300K. Therefore, the 

rotational temperature, T , was approximately 150K after the expansion. 

By cooling and heating the nozzle, the influence of vibrational tempera

ture on MPD of SF, was studied. Cooling and heating the nozzle may 

affect the rotational temperature of SF g in the beam to some extent, but 

the rotational temperature was lower than the vibrational temperature 

and thus was subject to smaller temperature changes. Nozzle temperatures 

of up to 500 K were achieved by a simple electrical heater wound around 

the nozzle. A liquid nitrogen cooled arm thermally connected to the 

nozzle was used to cool the SF g down to 210 K prior to expansion. 

The interaction region was defined by the intersection of the 

molecular beam and the partially focused output of a grating tuned 

C0 2 laser. The CO- laser, a Tachisto 215G, delivered a 2 Joule pulse 

in a 60 ns FWHM spike followed by a 600 ns tail. The tail contained 

about 40% of the total energy. For certain experiments the temporal 

characteristics of the laser pulse were modified. A shorter laser 

pulse duration was obtained using a discharge shutter consisting of 

two 13 cm focal length ZnSe lenses placed 26 cm apart. These produced 
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air breakdown on the leading edge of the puTse and provided a truncated 

output of about 15 ns FWHM with no tail. The laser pulse was then focused 

into the scattering chamber by a 25 cm focal length ZnSe lens. The laser 

pulse energy entering the interaction region was adjusted using external 

attenuators. The cross sectional area of the laser beam in the interac

tion region could be controlled by adjusting the position of the lens 

to vary the distance from the focal point to the interaction region. 

The energy fluence was then determined by a measurement of the laser 

energy and the area of the laser beam in the interaction region. The 

energy fluence fluctuation was less than 50% including spatial and pulse 

to pulse variations. A slanted pyrex dish was used after the interaction 

region in the vacuum chamber to absorb the lOu radiation to prevent 

photodesorption of adsorbed molecules from the surface of the stainless 

steel chamber. Elastic scattering of SF, from the desorbed particles 

was a source of contamination in Ref. 6. 

In order to investigate the absorption process in mo e detail, MPD 

of SF, was also carried out with two Tachisto 215G CO lasers operating 

at iwo different frequencies. One laser excited SFfi up the discrete 

vibrational ladder tc the quasi-contimuum and the other provided suffi

cient energy fluence to decompose the SF, molecules in the quasi-cont;nuum. 

Tkie second laser was tuned to a frequency which was not absorbed by cold 

SFg. In this way the quasi-continuum absorption could be studied 

separately from the initial 3-6 photon absorption. 

The fragments from the interaction region were monitored by the 

18 rotatable detector which has been described previously. Briefly, 

a set of 3 mm x 3 mm collimating slits on the walls of the triply 
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differentially pumped detector insured an angular resolution of 1° 

(0.5 millisteradian solid angle). The innermost region at a pressure 

of less than 10 torr contained a 200 eV coaxial electron bombardment 

ionizer of the Brinks type. The ionized molecular fragments were focused 

and analyzed by a quadrupole mass filter. The ions were counted using 

a Daly type scintillation ion counter. A typical background count rate 

for the SF* ion with the SF g molecular beam on was 10 counts/sec at 5° 

away from the beam. 

The electronics setup for data collection is shown schematically 

in Fig. 1. The laser(s) was fired at a rate of 0.7 Hz by a pulse 

generator. For the measurement of angular distributions the pulse 

generator was also used to trigger two gates. One gate enabled the 

first channel of a dual channel scaler after an initial delay that 

allowed the fragments to arrive at the detector. The scaler accumulated 

signal from the detector's ion counter for a gate width corresponding 

to the width of the flight time distribution (around 0.8 ms). Then 

after a second delay of 10 ms the other channel of the scaler was 

enabled by the second gate to count background for the same gate width 

time. 

Velocity distributions of the fragments were measured by the 

time-of-flight method using a multichannel scaler (either a Hewlett-

Packard 5422B Digital Processor or a 256-channel scaler interfaced 

with a Nova 1220 minicomputer). The trigger pulse for the laser was 

also used to start the time sweep for the multichannel scaler. The 

delay between the trigger for the laser and the laser pulse was measured 

by a photon drag detector to be less than 1 vs. This delay was 
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Fig. 1. Electronics schematic of the two laser experiment. Many 

of the experiments were run with just one laser operating. 
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unimportant because the fastest flight time of sulfur containing fragments 

was more than 200 us and the dwell time per channel was typically 10 us. 

The time-of-flight spectrum was taken in 250 channels, which was long 

enough to collect the signal and to determine the baseline of background 

accurately. 
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The first objective of this series of experiments is to determine 

the MPD products of SF,. Some of these results have been reported 

previously but are included here for completeness. SF, a.:d SF, 

are the major ion fragments observed in the ionizer from the neutral 

molecular fragments of SF, under HPO. Time-of-f1ight spectra and 

angular distributions of SF, and SF, are identical, with a signal 

+ +  7 

ratio SF, :SF, of 4.5 + 0.5:1 when using a 5 0/cm CO, laser pulse 

tuned to 944 cm" (see Fig. 2). The SF, :SF, ion fragmentation ratio 

from SF. is measured to be 2.2:1 using 200 eV electrons. We expect that 

the SF, :SF, ratio produced in the ionizer for SF,- should be greater 

than the ratio observed for SF.. The observed ratio of SF, : SF, and 

the identical angular and velocity distributions of SF, and SF, are 

therefore indicative of SFg, not SF., as the major product from MPD 

of SF,. The possibility that the signal might arise from SF, entering 
+ + 

the detector can also be ruled out since the SFg and SF. signals 

expected from the electron impact fragmentation of SF, were not observed. 

Thus, we conclude that in our experiment, at moderately low laser fluence 

(< 8 J/cm ), MPD of SF, yields predominantly the products SF,. and F. 

When the energy fluence of the CO, laser pulse at 944 cm" is 

increased to 15 J/cm , the angular distributions of the SF, and SF, 

ion fragments (see Fig. 2) differ from each other, indicating the 

presence of additional neutral fragments from MPD. The SF, :5F, 

signal ratio changes from about 4:1 at 5° to 2.5:1 at 30° from the 

SF- beam. The SF, :SF„ ratio at large angles is indicative of the 

appearance of a secondary product, namely, SF.. One might think that 
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Fig. 2. Angular distributions of SF3 + and SFj* signals at high 
and low laser intensity. At high lase," intensity a 
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the change in the SF, :SF~ ratio is caused by an increase in internal 

excitation of the SF, fragment from MPD of SFfi. At increased laser 

powr, SF, is excited to higher energy before dissociating, producing 

SF,. whicn a':so has higher internal excitation. If this is true, then 

the SF V :SF, ratio would change continuously wi + h the energy fluence, 

but be nearly independent of the angle. However, the observations in 

this experiment are that the SF, :SF, ratio changes dramatically with 

angle, and also rapidly with energy fluence, from 4.5:1 at 5 J/cm t] 

2 
2:1 at ?f] J/cm . The hypothesis that SF. and F_ may be the products of 

SF, MPD competing with dissociation into SF, and F is also inconsistent 

with this experiment. First, no F, is observed in the mass sp .trometer. 

Second, dissociation of SF, into SF. and F_ is likely to have an energy 

barrier in the exit rhaiinel that should lead to a very broad angular 

distribution of '..he fragmentr as has been observed in other three 

19 

center elimination reactions. Such an angular distribution is not 

observed. Therefore, we conclude that at high energy fluence SF., 

formed by MPD of SF,, lbsorbs 944 cm laser radiation and dissociates 

into SF, and F. 

Sone of our most significant findings concerning the dynamics of 

MPD are contained in our angular and velocity distributions. After 

changing the laser polarization, no change is observed in the angular 

or time-of-flight distributions. This indicates that the velocity 

distribution of fragments in the center of mass frame is isotropic. 

The transformation of an isotropic product center of mass translaticnal 

energy distribution to laboratory pngular and velocity distributions 
19 

for multiphoton dissociation has been discussed in detail elsewhere. 
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Figure 3 shows the theoretical and experimental velocity distributions 

of SFj. detected as SF, produced by a laser energy fluence of 5 J/cm . 

The theoretical curves were calculated from the translational energy 

distributions shown in Fig. 4. The energy distributions were derived 

from the RRKM statistical theoi / of unimolecular dissociation. The RRKM 

theory only predicts the dissociation rate constant and the translational 

energy distribution of the fragments in the critical configuration. 

19 20 

However, for loose complexes * the absence of barriers in the exit 

channel makes the translational energy distribution of the fragments in 

the critical configuration essentially the same as the final translational 

energy distribution of the fragments. The theory assumes that a molecule 

excited above the dissociation level randomly samples the available vibra

tional phase space in the process of decomposition. The agreement between 

theory and experiment on the translatioual energy distributions strongly 

supports this assumption. Many accounts have already been given of the 

RRKM theory and the calculation of dissociation rate constants ' ' * 

and will not be repeated here. However it should be pointed out that a 

discrepancy which appeared in the literature on the dissociation rate 

constants for SF^ has now been resolved. The previous results of 

this group gave n'gnificantly higher rate constants than Lyman's 

calculations because we used a dissociation energy of D = 77 kcal/mole 

rather than the dissociation energy of D = 93 kcal/mole. The results 

of our RRKM calculation using 0 = 93 kcal/mole agree with the results 

reported in Ref. 16 (see Appendix). 
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Fig. 3. Velocity distribution of SF, compared with three RRKH 

predicted velocity distributions. The vertices axis 

plots the number density of fragments norma!ized to 

the observed angular distribution. 

— — — 5 excess photons 

— - — 8 excess photons 

— 12 excess photons 
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Fig. 4. Predicted translational energy distribution for the RRKH 

calculation of the SF, dissociation using 2, 3, 5, 8 and 

12 excess photons. 

— - - - 2 excess photons 

• 3  excess photons 

- — — — 5 excess photons 

— 8 excess photons 
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The results we obtain from the study of angular and velocity 

distribution of fragments are summarized as follows: 1) the transla

tional energy distribution peaks at less than 0.2 kcal/mole. This means 

that no appreciable exit potential energy barrier exists along the 

reaction coordinate. It also implies  no significant centrifugal barrier; 

thus, SF, must have acquired negligible average angular momentum in the 

multiphoton excitation process. 2) The fit of the RRKM translational 

energy distributions to the experimental ones indicates that at an 

energy fluence of 50/cm , the SF, molecules achieve excess energies of 

16 to 27 kcal/mole before dissociating. 3) Of the 16 to 27 kcal/mole 

excess energy, only an average of 2.5 kcal/mole appears as translational 

energy of the fragments. 4) Because the rotational and translational 

energies are small, most of the excess energy is left as internal 

excitation in SF 5 (13 to 24 kcal/mole). Consequently the SF 5 fragment 

is already excited to the quasi-continuum. It can readily absorb more 

radiation, even if the laser frequency is significantly different from 

the fundamental absorption frequency of ground state SF,-. With sufficient 

energy fluence, SF g is excited beyond its own dissociation energy, and 

dissociates into SF. + F. 

An attempt was made to find the translational energy of SF. and F 

produced in the secondary MPO of SF g. The angular distribution is 

obtained over a limited range of angles (>15 ) where the SF, :SF, ratio 

is measured to be about 2.5:1 so that the MPD fragment is mainly SF.. 

At angles less than 15° the SF, :SF„ ratio is significantly larger 
2 

than 2.5:1, even with a laser energy fluence of 50 J/cm . At these high 

energy fluences, the laser does not uniformly illuminate the interaction 
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region so that a considerable amount of SF g, subject to energy fluences 
2 

below 10 J/cm , does not undergo a two step dissociation to form SF.. 

With the limited angular range over which the SF £ fragment, could be 

measured, the average translational energy released in the fragmentation 

SFr ' SF.+F could be determined only approximately. We find that the 

average energy released is between 0.5 and 1.5 kcal/nole. 

Figure 5 shows the angular distribution of SF3 obtained with 

2 ? 2 

5 J/cm and 3 J/cm" laser pulses and a 2.5 J/cm pulse shortened by 

a plasma shutter. The RRKM theoretical calculations for the angular 

distributions at various excess energies are shown for comparison. 
1 

The fits to the angular distributions obtained with 5 and 3 J/cm 
pulses have average excess energies of -22 kcal/mole (8 CO, laser 

photons) and -13 kcal/mole (5 C0_ laser photons), respectively. 
p 

The 2.5 J/cm shuttered pulse seems to have excess energy less than 

8 kcal/mole (<3 CO, laser photons). The corresponaing dissociation 

lifetimes predicted by the RRKM theory are 20 ns, 1 ys, and 20 us, 
2 

respectively. It should be noted that using the 2.5 J/cm pulse, the 

angular distribution appears to deviate from the RRKM prediction. 

This is due to our experimental arrangement. In our apparatus (although 

the entire interaction region is monitored by the detector at all angles) 

the segment of the molecular beam monitored by the detector varies with 

the angular position of the detector. At 5 degrees, a 15 mm long segment 

is monitored, but at 25 degrees, only a 3 mm segment is monitored. 

The corresponding transit times for SF, to move through the detectable 

segment are 50 us and 10 us respectively. Therefore, any SF g molecules 

that absorb less than four excess photons have life times longer 
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Fig. 5. Angular distribution of SF, using: 
o 

A 5 J/cm , 60 ns pulse 
2 

• 3 J/cm , 60 ns pulse 

A 2.5 J/cm , 15 ns pulse. 

The angular distributions are compared with the RRKH 

predicted angular distributions for 2, 3, 5, 8 and 12 

excess photons. Symbols as in Fig. 4. 
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than 10 us, than the transit time through the interaction region and 

can be seen by the detector only at small angles. Consequently, the 

observed angular distribution of SFc is weighted toward small angles 

and appears more sharply peaked than the RRKH prediction. 

Figure 6 shows the frequency dependence of SF, MPD for vibrational 
o 

temperatures between 210K and 450K. The energy fluence used is 5 J/cm 
2 

with a maximum power density over 100 MW/cm . The MPD yield spectrum is 

effectively broadened from 8.5 cm at 210K to 18 cm at 380K to >20 cm 

at 450K. The MPD yield spectrum at 295K has a peak at -943 cm" 1 and a 

FWHM spread of -14 cm" . This result qualitatively agrees with that 

3 -1 

reported by Ambartzumian et al. whose spectrum has a peak at 941 cm 

and a spread of -18 cm" . When the vibrational temperature is either 

raised or lowered, the yield re .ains approximately the same at frequencies 

higher than 943 cm" . At lower frequencies, raising the vibrational 

temperature dramatically increases the MPD yield. These results suggest 

that the dissociation yield at higher laser frequencies (>943 cm" ) is 

limited only by excitation through the quasi-continuum while the dissoci

ation yield at lower frequencies is limited by excitation over the discrete 

levels. We show in Table 1 the vibrational population distributions at 

the four temperatures used in this experiment. At 210K 63% of the 

molecules are in the ground vibrational state. Therefore, the frequency 

dependence of MPD at 210K probably reflects quite closely the frequency 

dependence of MPD of ground vibrational state SF-. The presence of 

vibrationally hot molecules at room temperature affects the MPD yield 

spectrum by increasing the amount of dissociation at low frequency. 

Cooling of SF thus results in the disappearance of MPD at low frequency. 
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Fig. 6. Frequency dependence of SF, HPD at vibrational temperatures: 
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Table I. Population Distribution 

E 

T Ground P 

v State o 

(146 cm" 1) 210 K 200 cm"1 0.63 

(208 cm' 1) 300 K 600 cm"1 0.30 

(264 cm" 1) 380 K 1080 cm"1 0.15 

(312 cm" 1) 450 K 1570 cm"1 0.07 

of SF, at Different Temperatures 

P P P 
^1 photon _J2 photon ^3 photon 

0.05 0.00 0.00 

0.27 0.0^6 0.001 

0.46 0.09 0.014 

0.68 0.24 0.06 
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Many gas cell experiments have been performed to measure the SF g 

MPD yield as a function of energy fluence at several different C0 2 laser 

frequencies. Kwok and Yablonovitch have recently shown that even for 

SF, barely excited to the quasi-continuum, the collisional relaxation 

time is T

c o l l = 13 ns-torr/p where p is the SF, gas pressure. In a gas 

cell experiment holes burned in the rotational population distribution 

by the laser may be filled by collisional relaxation even at moderately 

low pressures. Then, both the energy fluence and frequency dependences 

of the MPD yield are affected. Therefore it is important to measure 

these dependences in a collision-free molecular beam experiment. 

Figure 7 shows the energy fluence dependence of MPD of SF, at 

three different laser frequencies. Since the experiments are performed 

with the same laser pulse duration, it is important to note that the 

power of the laser is also varied proportional to energy fluence. 

-1 2 

At 935 cm , MPD is observed at energy fluences as low as 1-2 J/cm 

and the yield increases slowly with increasing energy fluence. At 

944 cm" the SF, MPD threshold is observed at higher energy fluence 

but the dissociation yield increases very rapidly with increasing 

fluence. At 953 cm" SF, MPD is first observed at even higher fluence, 

but the yield increases slowly with fluence. Measurements at other 

frequencies between 935 and 953 cm" have also been made; the yield 

curves are intermediate between the ones shown. Figure 8 shows the 

energy fluence threshold for dissociation as a function of frequency 

obtained from plots similar to Figure 7. Our results agree with those 

of Gower and Billman and disagree with those of Brunner and Proch , 

that is, the threshold at 935 cm is four times lower than the 
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thr'-'.i.nlfj at 952 cm" . The low energy fluonce threshold at low freq^nc/ 

ir, caused hy a larger quasi-continuum cross section at low frequency. 

However, the bottleneck prevents a lot of dissociation frm occurring at 

lo.i frequency. At high frequency (near the  ,, resonance) the qu^si-

cnntinuum cross section is small so the energy ftuence threshold is 

W q e ;:nt! the bottleneck is relatively unimportant. 

In general the experimental results  are affected by several impor

tant factors. We briefly describe these factors here and again in more 

detail in the discussion section. 

(1) The hot band absorption becomes increasingly important at 

hiqher temperatures and at frequencies below 943 cm" . It lowers the 

laser intensity necessary to pump the molecules into the quasi-continuum. 

(2) Low intensity laser radiation is only effective in exciting 

a small fraction of the rotational population into the quasi-continuum. 

Thus, the frequency dependence of MPO at low laser intensity should 

depend on the population distribution in the rotational states. 

(3) With the laser pulse duration kept constant, increasing the 

energy fluence increases the intensity. The increased intensity results 

in more molecules pumped into the quasi-continuum. 

(4) The absorption spectrum of molecules in the quasi-continuum 

shifts to lower frequency as the level of excitation increases. This 

has been shown by the experiments of Nowak and Lyman and Bott. 

Two frequency experiments are designed to decouple the absorption 

in the region of the discrete vibrational ladder from that in the 

quasi-continuum. The first laser excites a certain fraction of the 

SF, molecules into the quasi-continuum where some further excitation 
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T^y occur, depending on the energy fluence in the pulse. The second 

laser then interacts with three different groups of SF, molecules: 

(1) ground state molecules, (2) vibrationally excited molecules in the 

low lying discrete levels, and (3) molecules in the quasi-continuum. 

Ey being sure that the second laser alone does not cause dissociation 

of SF,, we can neglect the contribution of the ground state SF, to the 

dissociation yield. If the second laser is at a frequency sufficiently 

far above the molecular resonant frequency, the MPO of vibrationally 

excited molecules in the discrete levels also becomes relatively 

insignificant. 

Figure 9 gives our results on the frequency dependence of the MPD 

yield of SF, using two lasers, one fixed at 1060 cm" and the other 

tuned through the v, resonance of SF,. It is seen that the dependence 

of MPD on the frequency of the second laser is significantly narrower 

and shifted to higher frequency than the one obtained with a single 

laser. These results are in good agreement with those of Ambartzumian 

et al. The major reason for the change in the frequency dependence 

is that the intensity of the tuned laser in the two laser experiment 

is lower than that in the one laser experiment. The decreased intensity 

reduces the range of initial states that are coupled to the quasi-

continuum by the laser and results in a smaller MPD frequency spread. 
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MODEL CALCULATIONS 

Recently, a number of calculations have been performed on the infrared 

MPD of SF, * * using the rate equation model. Here we extend the model 

calculations by explicitly considering the intensity dependent excitation 

over the discrete levels into the quasi-continuum and the two step dissoci

ation process: SF g -»• SF 5 + F •* SF. + 2F. "These model calculations are 

compared with the experimental results just described. The good agreement 

between the model and the experiments implies that the model calculation 

provides a quantitative description of MPD of SFg. 

The rate equation model proposed in reference 15 is based on the 

following assumptions: 

(1) The MPD yield is determined by the multiple stepwise excitation 

in the quasi-continuum and is not limited by the excitation over 

discrete levels. 

(2) Coherent optical effects, spontaneous emission, and collisions 

are neglected in the excitation process. 

(3) All molecules at approximately the same energy have the same 

absorption cress section. 

(4) The ratio of the stimulated emission cross section to the absorption 

cross section is given by the ratio of the density of states 

of ."cg in the levels involved. 

(5) The dissociation rate constant at a given energy above the disso

ciation energy is given by the statistical RRKM model. 

(6) The SFc dissociation product absorbs an insignificant amount of 

energy from the infrared field and thus any secondary MPD is 

ignored. 
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Here we present the model calculation with assumptions 1 and 6 

eliminated. Following assumptions (2)-(5) the rate equations for 

molecules in the quasi-continuum are: 

dN  . . . 
m  I ( t 

7 T 
t)  1'=  ,N m  ,  +  9m  3  N_,    / V l  r,  ,+ci  \ N  I  k  N  (1) 
—L  I  m1  m1  m  m+1  I  m1  m  i  tn  I  mm 

'"  L  V l  \  9m  /  J 

where N is the normalized population in level m at energy mhv, I(t) 

is the laser intensity,  a is the density of states of level m, o 

is the absorption cross section from level m to level m + 1 , and k 

is the dissociation rate constant from level m calculated using the 

RRKM model (see appendix). The use of the RRKM model was justified 

in the previous section. 

It is easily seen from Eq. (1) that if the dissociation is insig

nificant (k = 0), the excitation rate is proportional to the laser 

intensity. Time integration of the rate equations gives a population 

distribution which is only a function of laser energy fluence. In 

fact, our calculations show that for a given laser energy fluence 

the dissociation does not strongly affect the shape of the population 

distribution below the dissociation levels even if a significant fraction 

of the SF_ has dissociated. This makes energy fluence an important 

parameter in the model calculation. 

The density of states, g , is calculated with the Whitten-

20 
Rabinovitch approximation. Use of this approximation tacitly assumes 

that the SFg molecules in the quasi-continuum are randomly distributed 

in the available vibrational states. There is the question of whether 

the rotational degrees of freedom should be included in the calculation 

of the density of states. The upper limit of this effect is investigated 
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by calculating the density of states with the rovibrational Whitten-

20 
Rabinovitch approximation. At the onset of the quasi-continuum 

the ratio of density of states changes by only  H% (i.e., (g^/g^Jy r 

= 1.04{g 4/g_) v), while at the dissociation level it changes by only 

\%. These changes cause at most a  1% difference in the population of 

any level in a typical model calculation. Thus, inclusion of rotational 

degrees of freedom in the calculation of the density of states is not 

important in this rate equation model. 

The absorption cross section and its dependence on excitation 

energy are very difficult to estimate from any ab-initio calculation. 

In our calculation the absorption cross section is assumed to decrease 

exponentially with excitation and is determined by a fit to the exper-

mental results as we shall describe later. 

To include multiphoton excitation of the SF,. dissociation product 

and .he subsequent secondary dissociation into SF,+F in the model 

calculation, there should be a similar set of rate equations for SF,-: 

- ( ^ °j-l+aj)¥SF5)] 

- kjNj(SF 5) + k mN m(SF 6) (2) 

where m = j + D/hv and D is the dissociation energy of SF g. The term 

involving N m(SFg), indicates generation of SFr through dissociation 

of SFg. Because the translational energy of the fragments is only 

a small fraction of the excess energy beyond the dissociation energy, 
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we assume that all the excess energy in SF, appears as internal energy 

in SF . Thus, the rate of appearance of SF_ in a given level equals 

the dissociiitioi: rate of SF, from the corresponding level. The density 

of states for SF,- is obtained from the Whitten-Rabinovitch approximation 

and the SF,- dissociation rate constants from an RRKM calculation (see 

appendix). The absorption cross section is found by a fit of the 

calculation to the experimental data on the MPD of SF,-. The inclusion 

of multiphoton excitation of the SF,. dissociation product provides 

a more accurate description of HPD of SFfi. 

,'. more realistic model calculation should also include the inten

sity dependent 3-6 photon excitation ov?r the discrete levels of SFg. 

The existence of an intensity dependent "bottleneck" in the excitation 

into the quasi-continuum was originally sug;asted by nmbartzumian 

et al. and subsequently shown experimentally. ** * Detailed quantum 

3 30 
mechanical models of i.ne discrete levels have been developed ' 

which include the rotational substructure in the vibrational levels. 

The time development of the excited SF5 population in the discrete 

31 32 
levels has been calculated using such models. " However, they 

are too complex for simple calculation. We use here a much simpler, 

phenomenological approach. 

The major assumption in this approach is that the excitation 

of population into the quasi-continuum from different rotational vibra

tional states requires different laser intensities. The bottleneck 

is a consequence of the fact that not all the molecules are in a single 

rotational-vibrational state. To illustrate this, assume that the 

quasi-continuum Jegins at an energy of 3hv and that a single three 
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photon process is effective in exciting the population into the quasi-

continuum. If we neglect stimulated emission, then the excitation rate 

can be assumed to be proportional to I . The rate of depletion of 

population, N. ,, in the Jth rotational level of the ground vibrational 

state is given by: 

dt V "o,J 

and the solution is: 

N Q j = N 0 j J ( 0 ) exp ["-aj / I 3(t')dt'j (3) 

where a, is a constant different for different rotational-vibrational 

states. The rate at which the population is excited into the quasi-

continuum is then equal to -d(2_,Nn ,(t))/dt. This should be included 

in the rate equation for in = 3 in Eq. 1 as an additional source term, 

i.e., 

£3"*.*it(PO 
For a usual bell-shaped pulse, the function N n ,(t) is close 

to a step function and can be further approximated by: 

" ° if W'* > h 
where I m a„(t) is the maximum laser intensity during the time period 

between -•» and t and I, is a value characteristic of the excitation 

of the Jth rotational-vibrational state to the quasi-continuum. This 
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is a reasonable approximation; it also makes the model insensitive v.o 

the exact excitation mechanism over the discrete levels which is probably 

30-32 not a single three photon process. It should also be noted that 

N Q j only depends on I m a x ( t ) . 

For each of the many rotational states there is a different intensity, 

I,, required to excite the molecules over the discrete states into the 

quasi-continuum. The Ij's are spread over a wide range of intensities 

reflecting the fact that the detuning of the laser frequency from 

resonance may be dramatically different for different rotational states. 

We therefore assume that the I,'s are approximated by a continuous 

distribution. The resulting £)). j(I m a x(t))> instead of being a sum 

of step functions, becomes a continuously differentiable function. 

This function should satisfy the condition that very little population 

is excited over the discrete states into the quasi-continuum when the 

peak laser intensity, I m a x ( t ) , is small. If the peak laser intensity 

is large nearly all the population should be excited over the discrete 

states into the quasi-cor.tinuura. As shown in Fig. 10 the curve representpd 

by the function: 

has these properties, e.g., 2 J N « , + 1 when I is small and 2 X , -+ o 

when I f f l a x is large. Here, I Q is the median of the Ij's dnd  y is a 

parameter characterizing the spread of Ij's. 
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Thi's model is used to calculate the MPD of SF g. The algorithm is a 

simple time integration of Eq. 1, 2, 4, and 6 with the initial condition 

that all the population is initially in the lowest level. By varying the 

time step for integration around lOps, it is ascertained that round off 

errors are negligible. The laser pulse profile, I(t), used in these 

calculations is shown in Fig. 11 and is representative of the pulse 

envelope from a Tachisto 215G laser ignoring the mode locking spikes 

of the pulse. The mode locking spikes in the 60ns multimode pulse were 

considered in our calculation by assuming that the mode locking doubles 

the peak intensity achieved by a single mode pulse. The limited time 

resolution of  the detector and oscilloscope prevented us from measuring 

the actual peak intensity. 

With the quasi-continuurr. absorption cross section assumed to have 

the form a = a e" , there are four independent parameters to be 

determined: Y and I for excitation up the discrete vibrational ladder 

and o and 6 for excitation through the quasi-continuum. The parameters 

12 are chosen to fit the experimental results of Black et al. on the 

average number of photons absorbed per molecule, <n>, versus energy 

fluence at 944 cm" using three different laser pulses: 0.6ns and 

60ns single mode and 60ns multimode. We find that our calculation 

12 
closely reproduces the experimental curves of Black et al. with 

Y = .5, I = 20 MW/cm2,  Q  = 8xl0" 1 9 cm 2, and B = .042. This is shown 

in Fig. 12. The fit to the 0.6 ns pulse is insensitive to the parameters 

Y and I in the calculation because the maximum laser intensity is much 

larger than I . So, the 0.6 ns pulse result is used to find cr and  B 

and the 60ns single mode pulse result is used to find Y and I Q. 
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Fig. 12. Energy deposition in SF g. <n> versus energy fluence 

predicted by the model calculation for two different 

pulse lengths 60 ns and 0.6 ns. These are compared 

with the experimental data of Black, et al. 

This model calculation Experiment of Reference 7 

0.6 ns pulse # 

60 ns multimode D 

60 ns single mode A ••• 
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The 60ns multimode pulse result agrees qualitatively with the model 

calculation, but seems to indicate that the intensity is more than 

twice the intensity of the single mode pulse, which is the assumption 

in the model calculation. That the multimode pulse achieves more than 

double the intensity of a single mode pulse has been observed by other 

groups using faster detectors and oscilloscopes. 

The results obtained in our molecular beam apparatus are the only 

data on the multiphoton dissociation of SF,-. Therefore, we assume, 

from lack of data to the contrary, that the discrete vibrational states 

of SF,. can be neglected because the SF,. has enough vibrational energy 

to be in its quasi-continuum and that its quasi-continuum cross section 

is independent of the SF 5 energy (i.e., $ = 0). The onset of secondary 

MPD of SF,- observed experimentally agrees with the results of the model 

-19 ? calculation using o = 10 cm . 

Figure 13 shows our model calculation for the dissociation yield 

versus energy fluence using a 60ns multimode laser pulse. The yield 

is nearly linear in energy fluence from 3 to 7 J/cm in excellent agree

ment with the linear dependence experimentally observed at 944 cm 

(see Fig. 7). At higher fluence, the SF,- product disappears because 

it dissociates into SF 4 + F. The SF^ yield grows quickly with energy 

fluence until there is 100% yield. 

15 Grant et al. showed that the population distribution in the 

quasi-continuum predicted by a model with no bottleneck is significantly 

narrower than a thermal distribution. The conclusion is also valid 

for this model calculation when the intensity dependence of excitation 

over the discrete levels is included. The model calculation with a 
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Fig.  13.  SFg yield  into  SFg  and  SF*  as  a  function  of  energy  fluence 
predicted  by  the  model  calculation.  Only  those  molecules 
which  can  be  detected  in  our  molecular  beam experiment 
(l i fetime  less  than  10 us)  are  considered. 
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0.5 J/cm , 60ns FWHM laser pulse predicts that the population in the 

quasi-continuum is narrower tnan thermal even though only 20% of the 

molecules have been excited over the discrete states into the quasi-

continuum. The population distribution is narrower than thermal 

whenever the cross section decreases with increasing excitation because 

the excitation rate for those molecules in the low energy tail of the 

distribution is large and the excitation rate in the high energy tail 

is small. Fig. 14 shows a comparison of the population distribution 

2 2 

for a .5J/cm , 60ns laser pulse and for a ,5J/cm , 15ns FWHM plasma 

shuttered laser pulse from our model calculations. In both cases the 

predicted population distribution is narrower than thermal. Because 

the plasma shuttered pulse achieves a higher intensity, the model 

predicts that more population is coupled into the quasi-continuum. 

The shape of the population distributions shown in Fig. 14 are similar 

but differ slightly because the maximum intensity of the shuttered 

pulse occurs at the end of the pulse, so population is being excited 

into the quasi-continuum at the end of the pulse. Thus, the shuttered 
pulse is slightly broader and peaks at a slightly lower energy. As 

2 

the energy fluence is increased above .5 J/cm the slight effect of the 

laser pulse shape on the population distribuvion becomes undetectable. 

The shape of the SF g population distribution is almost completely 

determined by the energy fluence if the energy fluence is greater than 

,5J/cnn and the laser pulse duration is less than 100ns. Because the 

quasi-continuum cross section decreases with increasing energy at 

944 cm" , the population distribution is also narrower than a thermal 

distribution even if a bottleneck is included in the model calculation. 
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Our calculation also answers the question of how the laser intensity 

affects the distribution of excess energies with which SF, dissociates. 

At energy fluences greater than about 10 J/cm the average level from 

which dissociation occurs is determined by the intensity for pulse dura

tions longer than 0.6 ns. We call this regime lifetime limited because 

dissocation occurs primarily from levels where the RRKM predicted dissocia

tion rate is approximately equal to the up-excitation rate. At energy 

fluences below about 5 J/cm the calculation predicts that most of the 

dissociation occurs after the laser pulse is over. Then, it is the 

energy fluence and not the intensity which determines the average 

dissociation level. Figure 15 illustrates both of these considerations 

by showing the distribution of excess energies from which SF g dissociates 
2 

into SFr + F using a 7.5 J/cm laser pulse at two different pulse 

durations - 60ns and 0.6ns FWHM. Because the up-excitation rate is 

much fasi'.er with a short, high intensity laser pulse, the average excess 

energy is higher. However, a considerable fraction of the molecules do 

not dissociate during the laser pulse and are subject only to the 

limitation of energy fluence so that there is a long tail of population 

which dissociates with low excess energy. Thus, as the laser pulse 

duration is decreased at constant energy fluence, the molecules at 

first dissociate from higher energy corresponding to shorter lifetimes. 

In this lifetime limited region, up-excitation is balanced by dissociation. 

However, as the pulse duration is decreased further and in the limit 

of zero pulse duration, the molecules can be pumped to energy levels 

no higher than the levels allowed by energy fluence considerations. 
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Figure 16 shows the SFc population distribution from the model 
o 

calculation for a 7.5 J/cm laser pulse for the same two pulse durations 

- 60ns and 0.6ns FWHM. The figure shows that the average energy in 

SF 5 is nearly independent of the laser pulse duration. This is caused 

by the SF, quasi-continuum cross section and the SF, cross section above 

the dissociation energy being roughly the same in our model calculation. 

As discussed earlier, these cross sections, determined from theoretical 
-19 2 fits of the experimental results, are about 1-2 x 10 cm for SF, 

-19 2 

above the dissociation energy and 10 cm for SF, in the qutsi-continuum. 

Thus the net rate of excitation for SF, in the quasi-continuum and SF, 

excited above its dissociation energy are nearly the same. Most of the 

excess energy pumped into SF, appears as internal energy of SF,. 

Therefore, the average energy in SF 5 does not depend very much on the 

amount of excess energy SF, has when it dissociates. Hence, it does not 

depend on the laser pulse duration. The shape of the SF, distribution 

is determined by (1) the distribution of excess energies with which SF, 

dissociates after the laser pulse and (2) the continuous up-pumping of 

population in the SF, quasi-continuum during the laser pulse. The 

SF, population distribution at 7.5 J/cm is much broader than a thermal 

SFr distribution and is dominated by the SF, dissociation process. 

Our calculation predicts that  8% of the population is still in the 
p 

discrete vibrational ladder for a 7.5 J/cm , 60ns laser pulse, which 
explains the somewhat smaller SF g population for the 60ns pulse than the 

0.6ns pulse. 

The model can also predict the dynamics of the SF, dissociation to 
2 

SF, + F. For the 60 ns, 7.5 J/cm pulse, the SF, molecules dissociate 
4 D 
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Fig. 16. SF 5 population distributions immediately after irradiation 
2 

of SF, with 7.5 J/cm pulsa of different durations, ihe 

dissociation energy of 51 kcal/mole is marked by the arrov/. 

0.6 ns FWHM pulse 

60 ns FWHM pulse 

The dotted curves indicate the distributions long after the 

end of each laser pulse. After the end of the laser pulse, 

all SF, excited beyond the dissociation liir't dissociates 

to SFr, thus accounting for the increase in population of 

SFr shown by the dotted  curves. 
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with an average excess energy of ~6 kcal/mole. The RRKM calculation 

predicts that approximately 1 kcal/mole is released into translational 

energy. When the energy fluence is increased to 15 J/cm "-he SF, 

dissociation is then in the lifetime limited regime, the average excess 

energy is -9 kcal/mole, and an average of 1.5 kcal/mole is released 

into translation. These results are consistent with our experimental 

results and confirm the validity of our model for the two step dissoci

ation process. 
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DISCUSS.'ON 

Our observations on the multiphoton dissociation of SF g, like other 

19 

simple bond rupture reactions studied by this group, are consistent 

with the RRKM statistical theory as the description of unimolecular 

reactions in MPD. Specifically, (1) SF, dissociates through the lowest 

energy channel, SF g + F, (2) the observed SF- angular and velocity 

distributions can be fit with distributions calculated using RRKH 

theory, (3) the observed limits to the lifetime are in agreement with 

the RRKM predicted lifetime based on the excess energy which is used 

to fit the angular and velocity distributions, and (4) these results 

are in agreement with the predictions of the model calculations. 

We expect that the amount of SF^ + F_ formed by SF- MPD is very 

small. However, the limited experimental sensitivity does not allow 

us to detect SF. + F, if those dissociation products are less than 

20% of the SF, that dissociates via the SF- + F channel. The RRKM 

calculation predicts the SF, dissociating to SF. + F- is several orders 

of magnitude smaller than the dissociation to SF- + F for SF, internal 

energies up to 30 kcal/mole above the SF- + F dissociation limit. 

The RRKM theory is thus consistent with our experimental observation 

of SF- being the major dissociation product. 

The comparison between calculated and observed velocity and angular 

distributions was made in Figs. 3 and 5. The distributions for the 
n 

5 J/cm pulse fit the RRKM predicted distributions using 8 excess 
2 

photons. For a 3 J/cm pulsa a fit is achieved using 5 excess photons. 

Although the error bars are relatively large, the general shape of 
2 

the RRKM distribution is confirmed. For the 2.5 J/cm shuttered pulse, 
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the angular distribution differs somewhat from the RRKM prediction 

using 3 excess photons, because the RRKM lifetime is longer than the 

lOys required to traverse the interaction region. This causes the 

angular distribution to peak at smaller angles as was discussed in 

the results and analysis section. After accounting for the finitie 

dissociation lifetime, this result also supports the validity of the 

RRKM theory. 

If the dissociation lifetime is appreciably shorter than the laser 

pulse duration, secondary multiphoton dissociation of SF g to SF.+F can 

occur. In our experiment with laser pulses of 60ns FWHM secondary 
2 

dissociation started to appear at energy fluences of 10 0/cm . Thus, 

just below the onset of secondary dissociation the average dissociation 
2 

lifetime of SF g should be close to 60ns. At 5 J/cm , somewhat below 

the onset of secondary dissociation, the dissociation lifetime is 

50ns (8 excess photons). This result again supports the validity 

of the RRKM theory. 

The validity of the RRKM theory indicates that even if energy 

is localized in certain modes immediately after the excitation, it 

is certainly randomized among essentially all the vibrational modes 

on a timescale much shorter than the dissociation lifetime. In SF, 

MPD at an intensity of 100 MW/cm , the net up-excitation rate is 

less than 10 photons absorbed/sec for excitation levels above the 

dissociation limit. Dissociation lifetimes are therefore no faster 
Q 

than -10 sec. The conclusion that energy is randomized in less than 
a 

10 sec is not surprising because many experiments, reviewed by Oref 
33 and Rabinovitch , show that intramolecular energy transfer rates 
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are greater than 10 sec" for polyatomic molecules when excited 

beyond a dissociation energy of more than 40 kcal/mole. 

Initial vibrational excitation of SFfi prior to multiphoton excita

tion tends to diminish the bottleneck effect of the low-lying discrete 

levels and thus increases the MPD yield. In our experiments SF, was 

first excited either by thermal excitation or by laser excitation. 

The MPD yield was then measured after further laser excitation with 

enough fluence. From these experiments, we can conclude: 

(1) Excitation over the discrete strtes has a spectrum fairly 

close to the linear absorption spectrum of the molecules if the laser 

intensity is not excessively high and molecules are not internally 

excited. Both the 210 K (see Fig. 6) and the two frequency (see Fig. 

9) multiphoton dissociation have a frequency dependence that peaks 

3-4 cm" below resonance and has a FWHM spread of ~8 cm" . 

(2) The absorption spectrum shifts to lower frequency as the 

internal excitation increases. This is shown in the 450 K MPD yield 

frequency dependence which peaks -15 cm below the resonance. 

Assuming that the pump pulse is intense enough to excite a large 

fraction of molecules into the quasi-continuum we could then determine 

crudely the dispersion of the average absorption cross section of 

molecules in the quasi-continuum of MPD by observing the change in 

energy fluence threshold with frequency (Fig. 8). This is because the 

average excitation in the quasi-continuum depends only upon the product 

of the cross section and the energy fluence so that the energy fluence 

required to observe MPD mear threshold should be inversely proportional 

to the average absorption cross section in the quasi-continuum. From 
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Fig. 8 and the results of Gower and Billman, we may conclude that the 

cross section decreases by a factor of 4  +_ 2 when the laser frequency 

changes 935 to 953 cm" . This result is in good agreement with the absorp-

25 

tion cross section obtained by Nowak and Lyman at hitjh 5F g temperatures. 

Both the laser intensity and energy fluence are important in 

determining the MPD yield. As is now well known, excitation over the 

discrete levels into the quasi-continuum depends on the laser intensity. 

If the laser intensity is sufficiently strong, then most of the popu

lation is excited into the quasi-continuum. This is particularly true 

when a short pulse with enough energy fluence for MPD is used as shown 
12 by Black et al. Then, excitation through the quasi-continuum to 

the dissocation level depends solely on energy fluence. This has 

been clearly demonstrated in a number of experiments. " Above 

the dissociation level, both the laser intensity and energy fluence 

can be important in the excitation process. In the case of long laser 

pulses with enough fluence, the energy fluence is sufficient to pump 

the molecules to a much higher excitation level above the dissociation 

energy, but the pumping is limited by depletion of population through 

dissociation. The average level of excitation or the average excess 

energy with which the molecules dissociate is then determined by the 

balance between the up-excitation rates and the dissociation rate. 

In other words, it is the laser intensity that determines the level of 

excitation at high energy fluence. In the case of shorter laser pulses, 

with not much fluence, the average level of excitation is limited by 

the available laser energy fluence. Even if the laser intensity is 

large enough that the up-excitation rate is much higher than the 
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dissociation rate, there is not enough energy fluence in the pulse 

to pump the molecules to higher levels. In the intermediate cases, 

the physical argument here suggests that both the laser intensity 

and the energy fluence should be important in determining the average 

level of excitation of SFfi when it dissociates (see Fig. 15). 

Our model calculations show that for SF, subject to a laser pulse 

2 2 

with energy fluence below 5 J/cm and intensity above 30 MW/cm , the 

average le^el of excitation is mainly determined by the energy flu

ence. This agrees with our experiment as shown in Fig. 17 where we 

compare the dissociation yields from laser pulses with energy fluence 

and peak intensity of 2.5 J/cm2, -200 MW/cm ; 3 0/cm , ~60MW/cm ; 

2 2 

and 5 0/cm , -100 MW/cm . If the laser intensity determines the 
2 

excess energy in these cases, we would have found that the 2.5 J/cm 
2 

pulse results in the highest excess energy. Instead the 2.5 0/cm 

pulse result:, in the smallest amount of excess energy. The excess 

energy predicted by the model calculation shown in Fig. 17 is in agree

ment with the experiment and shows that the excess energy should not 

depend appreciably upon the laser intensity until the energy fluence 
2 

exceeds 5 0/cm . 

These results contrast with the experiments presented in Ref. 

19 where MPD was observed at energy fluences well above the threshold 

for dissociation. As expected, in those cases dissociation occurs 

at an excitation level where the up-excitation rate equals the disso

ciation rate determined by the laser intensity. In SF,, this happens 
2  \ 

with our laser pulses with energy fluences > 10 J/cm at 944 cm . 
When the excitation level is limited by the laser intensity (and the 
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Fig. 17. Average number of excess photons absorbed by SF, beyond 

the dissociation threshold versus energy fluence. The 

experimental points are based on the agreement of the 

RRKM predicted angular distribution with the experimental 

angular distributions in Fig. 5. The laser pulses used 

2 2 

were a 2.5 J/cm laser shuttered pulse and 3 and 5 J/cm 

normal pulses. The curves show the prediction of the model 

calculation ignoring half of the population with 3 excess 

photons and all population which dissociate with less 

than 3 excess photons, because the dissociation lifetime 

is longer than 10 us. 

normal pulse 

shuttered laser pulse 
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dissociation rate), significant dissociation will occur during the 

laser pulse. Then, the dissociation product can absorb more photons 

from the laser pulse and undergo a secondary dissociation. Thus, 

at higher laser fluences, the onset of secondary dissociation in SF, 

is closely associated with intensity-limited excitation. The conclu

sions for SF, should apply in general to MPD of other large polyatomic 

molecules. 
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CONCLUSION 

In our experiments, the collisionless environment of the molecular 

beam enabled us to study many aspects of MPD of single, isolated mole

cules. In particular, we have investigated the effects of (1) initial 

vibrational excitation, (2) laser pulse duration, (3) laser energy 

fluence, and (4) laser frequency on the MPD of SF-. These experiments 

provide quantitative results for the following processes in MPD: 

(1) intensity-dependent excitation over the discrete levels, (2) energy 

fluence dependent excitation in the quasi-continuum, and (3) excitation 

above the dissociation level including the subsequent dissociation 

dynamics. 

The excitation over the discrete levels tends to limit the fraction 

of SF, molecules that can dissociate. This happens if the molecules 

have little initial vibrational excitation, if the laser pulse has a 

low intensity, or if the laser frequency is far off the peak of the 

linear absorption spectrum. 

In the quasi-continuum more photons are absorbed by stepwise 

resonant excitations. Here, the excitation rate should be proportional 

to the laser intensity, but the average level of excitation for molecules 

in the quasi-continuum and the shape of the population distribution 

should depend only on the energy fluence. The absorption spectrum in 

the quasi-continuum broadens and shifts to lower energy as the excitation 

increases. In this way, the absorption cross section in the quasi-

continuum, and hence the excitation rate, depends on the laser 

frequency. 
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The observed dissociation rates and the overall dissociation 

dynamics are in good agreement with predictions from the RRKM theory. 

The RRKM theory assumes that the excitation energy in a molecule randomly 

distributes in all vibrational modes in times much shorter than the 

dissociation lifetime. This assumption .esults in a dissociation rate 

constant that increases rapidly with increasing energy. At sufficiently 

high energy fluence, when molecules dissociate mostly during the laser 

pulse, the level from which molecules dissociate is limited by the laser 

intensity such that the up-excitaticn rate equals the dissociation rate. 

If the molecules dissociate after the laser pulse is over, it is because 

they are in excitation levels with long dissociation lifetimes, so that 

the excitation level is not determined by the competition of up-excitation 

and dissociation, but rather by the laser energy fluence. Thus, dissocia

tion of molecules near the energy fluence threshold for observation of 

MPD occurs in general after the laser pulse is over. 

In many gas cell experiments on SF, MPD, it has been assumed that 

the experiment is carried out under collisionless conditions if the 

laser pulse duration is shorter than the average collision time. 

Although this assumption is valid for the measurement of absorption, the 

dissociation yield is affected by collisions that occur after the laser 

pulse. SF, molecules that absorb one or two excess photons have a 

dissociation lifetime in the millisecond time regime; much longer than 

typical collision times in any experiment performed at low pressure. 

Consequently, the gas cell measurement of dissociation yields near the 

energy fluence threshold never occurs in a collisionless environment. 
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Although recently some people have expressed doubts concerning 

the similarities between SF, HPD and the MI-D of other molecules, the 
o 

experiments and model calculations described here elucidate dissociation 

characteristics generally applicable to the MPO of many other polyatomic 

molecules. Specifically, (1] at higher energy fluence the dissociation 
11 19 product often absorbs more energy to undergo secondary dissociation. ' 

(2) Dissociation on the nanosecond timescale can be accurately modeled 
iq 

by the RRKM statistical theory. (3) The absorption of infrared photons 

occurs via two steps: first an excitation over the discrete vibrational 

ladder and then excitation through the quasi-continuum. Thus, a 

model calculation similar to the one we have presented here for SFg 

can also be applied to the MPD of many other polyatomic molecules. 

The experiments and model calculations show that though SF g multiphoton 

dissociation can- be understood, experimental results are often rather 

complicated, depending on laser intensity, energy fluence, frequency, 

and n.olecular vibrational temperature. 
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III. ROLES OF LASER INTENSITY AND ENERGY FLUENCE IN 
A MODEL CALCULATION FOR MULTIPHOTON DISSOCIATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Multiphoton dissociation (MPD) of polyatomic molecules has been 

studied extensively in recent years. Many results have elucidated 

the fundamental mechanisms involved in the process, hut others 

seem to have confused the issues because the important roles played 

by both laser intensity and energy fluence (i.e., the time integrated 

intensity) in multiphoton dissociation have not been fully appreciated. 

The well-accepted veiw of multiphoton dissociation is that the initial 

excitation over the discrete levels should depend on the laser intensity, 

but the excitation in the quasi-continuum is controlled by the laser 

energy fluence. Beyond the dissociation energy, up-excitation may com

pete with dissociation and then the level of excitation and the rate 

of dissociation depend on the laser intensity. The effects of laser 

intensity are however often disregarded when interpreting the experi-

menta. results; more attention has been paid to the effects of energy 

fluence. Thus, for example, recent results by Brenner indicating 

that products from MPD of ethyl vinyl ether are different when the 

laser intensity is varied but the energy fluence is kept constant, 

have led to speculations of a mode controlled chemical decomposition. 

This interpretation is not valid because it ignores the effect 

intensity has on the average level of excitation of dissociating 

molecules. 
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In this paper the effects that laser intensity and energy fluence 

have on multiphoton excitation, dissociation, and the excess energy 

(i.e., energy beyond the dissociation energy) with which the molecules 

dissociate are carefully examined using a realistic model calculation 
2 

which was developed recently based on experimental observations. We 

select parameters which are indicative of multiphoton dissociation of 

SF and CF,I for illustration and comparison. SF, is selected because 

its multishoton dissociation behavior is the best understood of all 

molecules. CF.I is chosen as a contrast to SF, because the dissocia

tion rate for CF,I is much larger than for SF, given the same excess 

energy. The competition between up-excitation and dissociation limits 

the energy absorbed by a CF,I molecule to just a little (0.1 eV) more 

than the dissociation energy, whereas SF, can absorb a lot (1 eV) more 

than the dissociation energy under the same conditions. Changes in 

the multiphoton dissociation behavior may also be expected as the 

frequency is varied, so model calculations wer also performed to 

simulate the frequency dependence of the SF, dissociation yield. 

Finally, the effects of collisions in multiphoton dissociation experi

ments are briefly discussed. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION  Zr MPD 

During the past five years, it has been found useful to consider 

three separate regimes in the multiphoton excitation and dissociation 

3 
process:' (1) the intensity-dependent excitation over the low lying 

discrete states,  [2) the energy fluence-controlled excitation in the 

quasi-continuum, and (3) the excitation in the dissociative continuum 

from which molecules dissociate at a rate that depends upon the level 

of excitation. 

In the first regime, molecules with little initial internal 

energy  are excited over the discrete states into the quasi-continuum 

by an intensity-dependent, nearly resonant multiphoton absorption 

process. Molecules in different rotational-vibrational states nave 

different resonant frequencies and therefore are subject to different 

intensity dependences. Although the detailed excitation mechanism 

in the discrete states is complicated, as a rule higher laser inten

sities will excite a larger fraction of the molecules into the quasi-

continuum. 

Once the molecules are in the quasi-continuum they can be 

further excited by resonant, stepwise single photon transitions. As 

long as relaxation of the excitation is negligible, this is possible 

even at low laser intensities. The intensities in typical experiments, 

though higher than necessary, are low enough that nonlinear absorption 

in the quasi-continuum is probably unimportant. Then, the rates of 

absorption and stimulated emission are linear in the laser intensity, 
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and the net absorption or molecular excitation in this region is a 

function only of the laser energy fluence. 

Above the dissociation energy, resonant stepwise single rhoton 

transitions still dominate the excitation process, but now molecular 

dissociation competes with up-excitation. This competition has no 

effect on the total dissociation yield. However, it can affect 

'.'e level of excitation of molecules that dissociate during the laser 

ûl'.e, because the up-exci tation rate is prooortional to the laser 

intensity, while the dissociation rate depends on the level of 

4 
excitation. Recent mo.'cular beam results have shown that RRKM 

calculations can be used to deduce the dissociation rate constants 

of multiphoton excited molecules. The dissociation rate constants 

increases with increasing excess energy. For SF, excited to 0.1 eV 

5 
above the dissociation energy of 4.0 eV, the dissociation lifetime 

(i.3., the reciprocal of the rate constant) is 10 ms, which is much 

longer than the typical TEA CO, laser pulse duration of 100 ns. 

Then, dissociation occurs mostly after the laser pulse is over. 

This happens whenever the available energy fluence limits the up-

excitation. With higher energy fluence, the level of excitation can 

be higher and for a constant laser intensity, is eventually limited 

by the rapidly increasing dissociation rate constant. In this high 

fluence experiment, an increase in laser intensity (while keeping 

the energy fluence unchanged) will excite the molecule to a higher 

energy level until the dissociation rate again approximately equals 
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the up-e/c i t.ation rate. This happens, for example, for SF, excited 

2 
h/ a 100 ns, 10 J/r.m TCA CO, laser pulse; dissociation and up-

f;ycitation rate constants are both about 0.1/r.s with dissociation 

occurring from an  averxqe level around 10 photons (1.2 eV) above 

the dissociation level. 

This description of MPD can be incorporated into a rate equation 

? 5-8 
modd which has been discussed and developed in the literature."' 

2 

The major assumptions in this model are: (1) the fraction of mole

cules excited to the quasi-continuum is only a function of laser 

intensity (see Fig. 1) and (2) the evolution of population in the 

quasi-continuum is given by: 

m  I ( t )  r  ,.  ,  m  ,,  r  ~ml  *..  ^  ,  ., 
d T  =  "nv  t 'VlVl  +  g—f  a m ' V l  "  ( a m  +  " g ^ "  V l ) N m ]  "  kn Nm 

where hv is the energy of a photon, N is the fraction of population 

with internal energy mhv (m = positive integers), g is the density 

of states at the energy mhv, I(t) is the laser intensity, k is the 

RRKM dissociation rate constant for molecules with internal energy 

mhv, and o is the absorption cross section for molecules with 

internal energy mhv. The values of a and f, the fraction of mole

cules excited to the quasi-continuum as a function of intensity, were 

Q 

obtained empirically by comparison with experiments of Black et al., 

2 
as described previously. We found the function f shown in Fig. 1 
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Fig. 1. The fraction of molecules that have entered the quasi-

continuun as a function of laser intensity. It is assumed 

that molecules, once excited to the quasi-continuum never 

reenter the discrete states. 
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and - = : e " r m with o = 8-10" 1 9 cm , 6 = 0.042. We assume in this 
n o 0 

paper that the laser intensities required to excite CF-I to the 

qjasi-continuum and o for CF,I are identical to those for SF,. m 3 6 
q 

In making the comparison with the experiments of Black et al. , 

tie average number of photons absorbed must be defined in terms of 

the calculated population distribution. The average number of photons 

absorbed, -T>.-, is the weighted average of the number of photons 

atsorbed for molecules that have entered the quasi-continuum and 

the number of photons absorbed for molecules in the discrete states: 

f' n >rjC + ( 1-f)<n> D S 

where < n > „ c is the average level populated in the quasi-continuum, 

and  <r»r)c is the average number of photons absorbed by molecules that 

remain in the discrete states. <n>n<- cannot be derived from this 

model calculation, so to obtain <n>, we assume that n - f ) < n > n s « 

f<n->n(.. At low laser intensities and energy fluences this assumption 

breaks down because a large fraction of molecules remain in the 

discrete states. This has been confirmed by photoionization experi

ments on multiphoton excited SF g. The assumption (l-f)<n>„_ << 

f<n>_c is valid at higher laser intensity (since f is larger) and/or 

at higher energy fluence (since <n> o c is larger). At even higher 

intensities, all the molecules are excited to the quasi-continuum, 

so <n> = <n>Q{-. The indiscriminate use of the equation <n> = <n> Q C 
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has however led to the erroneous analysis of the effective vibrational 

tempf.-raturp and to the conclusion of a mode selective decomposition. 

The effects of laser intensity and energy fluence on MPD of SF, 

and CF,I differ only because the CF,I dissociation energy is smaller 

and its dissociation rate constants are larger for a given level of 

(•/citation. Changes in the MPD behavior may also appear in the model 

calculation due to changes in the fraction excited to the auasi-

continuum and the quasi-continnum cross section. Such changes may 

arise from laser frequency variations. Accordingly, the roles of 

laser intensity and energy fluence change slightly, though the 

principles discussed remain valid. 

The physical explanation for changes in the fraction excited to 

the quasi-continuum with frequency is that as the frequency is tuned 

away from the fundamental frequency at the same laser intensity, 

fewer molecules in the spread of initial rotational states can be 

resonantly or near resonantly excited, and thus fewer molecules enter 

the quasi-continuum. Higher laser intensities are then required to 

pump into the quasi-continuum those molecules in states not near 

12 
resonances. 

For SF,, there is also evidence that the absorption cross section 

in the quasi-continuum, in addition to the fraction of molecules 

entering the quasi-continuum, depends on the laser frequency. If the 

SF g molecules have significant internal energy, anharmonicity causes 

the absorption spectrum to shift to lower frequency and become 
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'.;rcir]':r.  ~nw,, the quasi-continuum cross section decreases with 

vi/f'd'.i'r; i'ttrnal energy at frequencies near the peak of the linear 

«:  '.or;.1  ion spectrum (-944  cm ). At frequencies below the linear 

;.-<;r absorption, the cross section is small for molecules with little 

n.t'-'ia! er.ero/, but increases with increase of internal energy. 

7>i\ rialitative picture has bpen confirmed by the multiphoton 

13 2 

•: r.-.'.ia'.Kjn experiments of Gowe- and Billman and this grouo, 

ivni'.ri show tno*. the energy fluenc; threshold for dissociation of 

'.,'•, •''•. lewer at 930 cm ' than at higher frequency, even though the 

ra/i'"u."' absorption occurs at 944 cm" . 
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MODEL CALCULATIONS 

A. <n> and Dissociation Yield 

For many polyato^ics such as SF, and CF,I the peak intensity of 

a 100 ns TEA C0 ? laser pulse focused to several joules per square 

centimeter is sufficient to excite almost all of the population to 

the quasi-continuum and 'n> = < n >

n r - W n e n t n i s i s the case, the 

13-15 
model predicts and experiments have confirmed that the energy 

fluence alone determines the average level of excitation in the quasi-

continuum and the total dissociation yield. The dependence of the 

multiphoton excitation solely on energy fluence has been discussed 

c, g g 
in previous model calculations ' * that ignore the piesence ox in 

intensity-dependent excitation over the diccrete states. Such a 

model, as well as this model at intensities high enough to excite 

all molecules to the quasi-continuum, predicts a quasi-continuum 

population distribution for the molecules that depends only on the 

laser energy fluence. 

Figure  2 shows the population distribution obtained from our 

model calculation for various energy fluences assuming that the laser 

intensity is high enough to excite all molecules to the quasi-

continuum. It is clear from Fig. 2 that an increase in the energy 

fluence pumps the quasi-continuum population to higher levels and 

causes a spreading of the population distribution. According to 

the model, ever, at laser intensities too low to excite all of the 

molecules to the quasi-continuum, the population distribution of 
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Fig. 2. Population distribution in the quasi-continuum assuming the 
laser intensity is high enough that all molecules are excited 
to the quasi-continuum. Although a Gaussian laser pulse of 
1 ns duration is used, the population distribution is 
independent of laser pulse shape and duration. Therefore, 
the curves are labeled only by the enerqy fluence. The first 
dissociative level is marked by the arrow. 
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those molecules in the quasi-continuum is still determined by the 

energy fluence. At sufficiently high fluence, the high energy tail 

of the distribution extends above the dissociation level and the 

molecules start to dissociate. 

Figure 3 shows the relation between <n> and energy fluence at 

various constant laser intensities for SF, and CF-I. At the highest 
2 

intensity (•> GW/cm ), essentially all of the molecules are excited 

to the quasi-continuum (see Fig. 1), so <n> = 'n>... Consequently, 

<n> depends only on energy fluence. At the lower laser intensities, 

<n> (= f<n>nf.) increases with either increasing intensity (increasing 

f) or energy fluence (increasing < n > Q r ) . At 200 MW/cm 95% of the SF, 

is excited to the quasi-continuum, so there is a 5% decrease in <n> 

2 2 
when lowering the peak intensity from 2 GW/cm to 200 HW/cm for the 

2 
same energy fluence. At 2G HW/cm only half ..he molecules are excited 

2 
to the quasi-continuum so <n> is only half as large as <n> at 2 GW/cm 

and the same energy fluence. 

The model calculation prediction of <n> versus energy fluence 

for CF,I is almost identical to the corresponding SF, result at low 

energy fluencs (as it should be since the model parameters were chosen 

to be the same), but then falls off at higher energy fluence. At 

higher fluence than shown in Fig. 3, a similar fall-off may be 

expected in the SF g curve. The <n> falls off when the energy fluence 

becomes large enough to cause dissociation, because <n> is defined 

in the model calculation to include only the internal energy in the 
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Fig. 3. <n> in SF, versus laser energy fluence shown by the solid 

curves for three different laser intensities. The <n> is 

obtained from the model calculation using a laser pulse 

with a Gaussian time dopendence and a peak laser intensity 

of: 

O 2000 MW/cm2 

• ZOO MW/cm2 

0 20 MW/cm2 

The dashed curve gives <n> in CF,I versus energy fluence 
2 

for  a  peak  laser  intensity  of  200  MW/cm  . 
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molecule. When the molecules dissociate the internal energy equal 

to the dissociation energy is used up in breaking the chemical bond. 

The particular definition of <n> used for this model calculation is 

chosen because an opto-acoustic measurement of <n> is sensitive to 

the translational and internal energy of the molecules. Thus, the opto-

acoustic experimental results should agree with the <n> predicted 

by the model provided that in the experiment, the fragments do not 

recombine or release enerc. by further reaction. In the model 

calculation, the <n> for CF-I falls off at lower energy fluence 

than SF, because CF,I dissociates at a lower energy fluence than SF, 

(to be discussed later). The actual experimental measurement of 

<n> for SF, is further complicated by SF,. absorption which tends to 

counteract the decrease in <n> with increasing energy fluenrp. 

The total dissociation yield, as we have already mentioned, 

increases with energy fluence. The dissociation yie'id, according 

to the model, also increases with increasing laser intensity, because 

the fraction of molecules in the quasi-continuum is then larger. 

However, the normalized dissociation yield, which is the total 

dissociation yield divided by the fraction of molecules that do 

reach the quasi-continui"s depends only on the energy fluence. This 

is demonstrated in Fig. 4 which shows the normalized dissociation 

yield for SF, and CF,I versus energy fluence for several constant 

laser intensities. Figure 4 also shows that CF-I dissociates at a 

lower e.iergy fluence than SF, though they have absorbed the same 
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Fig. 4. Normalized dissociation yield versus energy fluence for 

SF, at four different laser intensities and for CF-I 

at 200 MW/cm . The normalized dissociation yield is the 

dissociation yield divided by the fraction of molecules 

that have entered the qu&si-continuum. At high energy 

fluence all molecules that have entered the quasi-

continuum dissociate. 
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number of photons, because CF 3I has a much lower dissociation 

energy (2.2 versus 4.C eV). The slight intensity dependence in 

Fig. 4, which is most pronounced at low intensity, conies about 

because molecules that initially require a high laser intensity 

to be excited to the quasi-continuum are not excited to the quasi-

continuum until the middle of the Gaussian laser pulse when the 

peak laser intensity is achieved. Molecules are then subject 

to different amounts of energy fluence depending on when they 

entered the quasi-continuum. 
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B. Excess Energy 

The excess energy with which molecules dissociate can be limited 

by the amount of up-excitation (energy fluence controls the excess 

energy) or by the competition between the up-excitation and the 

dissociation (intensity controls the excess energy). Figure 5 

shows the model calculation of excess energy with which SF. and 

CF,I dissociate as a function of laser energy fluence. CF.,1 mostly 

dissociates with  very little excess energy independent of energy 

fluence. Even at very high intensities CF,I is not excited much 

beyond its dissociation energy, because the dissociation lifetime 

of CF,I is very short (only 1 ns at one photon above the dissociation 

limit) and rises rapidly with increasing excess energy. .In general, 

the energy fluence controls the excess energy when the dissociation 

lifetimes for the energy levels populated are longer than the laser 

pulse duration. Thus, energy fluence control of the excess energy 

in CF,I occurs only for very high laser intensities and low energy 

fluences. On the other hand, the excess energy of SF, is controlled 
2 

by the energy fluence at energy fluences below 10 J/cm and for a 
2 

peak laser intensity of 2000 MW/cm , and at lower energy fluences for 

the lower laser intensities. At higher energy fluences (for a 

constant intensity) SF,. is excited to higher internal energies 

where the competition between up-excitation and dissociation, and 

thus the intensity, determines the amount of excess energy deposited 

in the molecule at dissociation. This is shown in Fig. 5 by a 

saturation of the excess energy for a given laser intensity. 
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Fig. 5. Excess energy with which CF3I and SF6 dissociate for several 
peak laser intensities and energy fluences below 10 J/cm'-. 
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The actual distribution of excess energies with which SF, 

dissociates, calculated from the model and shown in Fig. 6, is 

considerably broader when energy flue.ice limits the excess energy 

(5, 0.5, and 0 ns pulses) than when intensity controls the excess 

energy (50-5000 ns pulses). For the short laser pulses most of the 

molecules dissociate after the end of the laser pulse (shown by the 

dashed curves). The broad distribution of excess energies then 

reflects the spread in that part of the population distribution 

beyond the dissociation energy at the end of the laser pulse. On 

the other hand, for linger laser pulses, when the excess energy is 

controlled by the laser intensity, the molecules dissociate during 

the laser pulse from only a few levels where the up-excitation rate 

approximately equals the dissociation rate. 

Experimental results are also becoming available on the time 

resolved production of MPD products. Therefore, we use the model 

calculation to investigate when the dissociation products are formed 

and with how much excess energy. Figure 7 shows the time dependence 

of the rate of dissociation (i.e., the number of molecules dissociated 

per unit time for a given level) of SF, that has absorbed 5, 7, 10, 

and 12 excess photons. The SF_ is illuminated by a 00 ns FWHH 7.5 
2 

J/cm laser pulse with a shape typical of many TEA C0 2 laser pulses, 

having a 300 ns tail containing 40% of the total energy fluence. 

After the energy fluence threshold for dissociation is reached (at 

80 ns), SF, with 5 excess photons dissociates at a nearly constant 
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Fig. 6. Model calculations varying the peak laser intensity of a 

Gaussian laser pulse at a constant 10 J/cm , to Illustrate 

the role of laser intensity. At low laser intensity (5000 

and 500 ns pulses), the fraction excited into the quasi-

continuum limits the dissociation yield. Intensity limits 

the average excess energy for the 5000, 500, and 50 ns 

laser pu';ses. Energy fluence limits the average excess 

energy for the 5, 0.5, and 0 ns laser pulses. Most mole

cules then dissociate after the laser pulse, as. shown by 

the dashed curves. In the limit of 0 ns all molecules 

dissociate after the laser pulse. 
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rate for the remainder of the laser pulse. The constant rate of 

dissociation is a consequence of the relatively long lifetime 

(-1 us) for SF, with 5 excess photons and of a steady state 

equilibrium for laser pumping into and out of this level. Dissocia

tion from levels of higher excess energy and correspondingly larger 

dissociation rate constants tends to occur during the time of high 

laser intensity when the up-excitation rate is high. This becomes 

especially evident in the case of 12 excess photons. 

To summarize, Fig. 8 shows whether the laser intensity or the 

energy fluence controls the excess energy in the model calculation 

for a Gaussian iaser pulse. The parameter which controls the excess 

energy depends on the values of the laser intensity and energy 

fluence and also on the molecule. For instance, the excess energy 

of SF, excited by a 100 ns laser pulse (dashed curve), is limited 
2 

by the energy fluence for fluences below approximately 8 J/cm and 

by the laser intensity at Mgher energy fluences. Actually, the 

transition from energy fluence to intensity control of the excess 

energy occurs gradually as shown in Fig. 5, not quickly, as implied 

by the line separating the two regions in Fig. 8. For CF,I a third 

region appears where the excess energy is independent of both laser 

intensity and energy fluence, because the dissociation lifetime 

just one photon above the dissociation limit is so short that the 

moelcules dissociate before they can absorb another photon. So 

the excess energy becomes independent of the energy fluence and 
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Fig. 8. Parameter determining the amount of excess energy with which 

(a) SF, and (b) CF,I dissociate using a Gaussian laser pulse 

with a peak laser intensity given on the ordinate and an 

energy fluence given on the abscissa. In the region labeled 

energy fluence, the energy fluence limits the excess energy 

with which the molecules dissociate. In the region labeled 

intensity the competition between up-excitation and dissocia-
2 

tion limits the excess energy. Below 30 MW/cm , most CF,I 

dissociates after -bsorbing just enough photons to exceed the 

dissociation energy, as discussed in the text. The dashed 

curve gives the relationship between peak laser intensity and 

energy fluence for a Gaussian laser pulse with a duration of 

100 ns FWHM. A line is drawn where 0.01% of the molecules 

dissociate. 
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!•.'• ••'••_ .• "••.!, 'f i single photon can excite the nolecule fror a 

]• .••; v.'fr. the ur-cx:itation rate is much larger than the dissciJa-

•!-'. r.jti- to a level where the up-excitation rate is much snallet 

•• ..r MM- dis-.or iation rate, which is the case for CF,I exrited hy 

i  '.' laser. 

i i•: Jr-" :' ,il'f shoi s the rinipur laser intensities and  "nerny 

•" ,••':••: •"<•':•!ireu to i.'i.vrve n.01 dissociation in SF. and C.F,1. 

b  i 

i i 'F, i 11 •!• -irate) h/ a laser pulse of 100 ns or shorter duration, 

•> 
.'•  '. ':i S'-nr iation is ot served at aporoxinatel y 1.8 J/cir.". T i m is 

i-,. (.-,.•;,/ fl,ence threshold for  V( oredicted by the model calcula

tion aid a :rees with experimental results. ' On the other hand, 

2 
.-.hi.r '.he energy fluence is larger than 4 J/cn and the laser pulse 

duration is lonqer than 10 ,s, the model predicts a peat laser 

2 
intensity threshold of approxinately 0.4 MW/cn required for 0.01" 

'lissor.iation of SF,. 
b 
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C. Frequency 

Frequency variations cause changes in the fraction of molecules 

excited to the quasi-continuum and in the quasi-continuum cross 

section. Th'js, it i* not surprising that the results of molecular 

2 

beam experiments on the energy fluence dependence of the dissocia

tion yield change with frequency. Figure 9 shows the dissociation 

yield versus energy fluence obtained using different parameters in 

the model calculation in order to accurately simulate the experi

mental results at different frequencies. The experiments were 

carried out using multimode laser pulses with the pulse shape given 

in Fig. 7. As was done in Ref. 2, the peak laser intensity in a 

multimode pulse is assumed to be twice the peak laser intensity of a 

single mode pulse. The parameters used in the model to fit the data 

are given in t+ie caption of Fig. 9, but due to the lack of comple

mentary data at frequencies other than 944 cm , the parameters are 

not as accurate at the other frequencies as at 944 cm" . Nevertheless, 

the experimental data allows us to draw the following conclusions in 

the context of the model. First, the laser intensity required to 

excite SF, molecules at 300 K to the quasi-continuum is a minimum 

near 944 cm and is approximately an order of magnitude higher at 

the frequencies 935 cm and 953 cm . Second, the average quasi-

continuum cross section decreases by approximately a factor of two 

for  every 10 cm" increase in frequency between 935 cm" and 953 cm" . 
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Fig. 9. MPD yield of SF, versus energy fluence for a multimode laser 

pulse with the shape shown in Fig. 7. The parameters of both 

the bottleneck and the quasi-continuum cross section have 

been adjusted (except for 944 cm" ) to give a good fit to 

the data. The normalization factor is obtained by scaling 

the yield at 944 cm to obtain a good fit. 

935 cm'1 -,=0.5 ^ = 400 HW/cm2 o Q = 16-10"
1 9 cm 2 B = 0.026 

944 cm"1 y = 0.5 I Q = 20 MW/cm2 o 0 = 8-10"
1 9 cm 2 6 = 0.042 

953 cm"1  y = 0.5 I Q = 400 MW/cm
2  aQ = 4-10" 1 9 cm 2 6 = 0.035 
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In the model calculation the fraction excited to the quasi-

continuuir, and the quasi-continuum cross section affect <n> and the 

dissociation yield, though only the quasi-continuum cross section 

affects the average excess energy with which molecules dissociate. 

Therefore it should be expected that <n>, dissociation yield, and 

excess energy are all functions of frequency. Figure 10 gives the 

model calculation prediction of the excess energy with which SF, 

dissociates as a function of energy fluence at three different 

frequencies, using the same parameters as in Fig. 9. At energy 
2 

fluences below 4 J/cm the energy fluence limits the excess energy 

for all three frequencies. The larger average quasi-continuum cross 

section at the low frequencies causes the molecules to be excited 

further in the quasi-continuum, so the average excess energy with 
2 

which the SF, dissociates is larger. Above 15 J/cm the up-excitation 

is high enough that dissociation competes with further up-excitation 

for all the frequencies. Then the laser intensity controls the 

excess energy, and the excess energy is greatest for the frequency 

(935 cm" ) where the cross section at the dissociation levels, and 

hence the up-excitation rate, is largest. 
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Fig. 10. Prediction of excess energy of SF, in multiphoton dissociation 

versus energy fiuence for three different frequencies. The 

model calculation is the same used for Fig. 9. 
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DISCUSSION 

Because the laser intensity and energy fluence affect the excess 

energy with which molecules dissociate, these parameters also deter

mine the dissociation channel. Molecules with large dissociation 

rate constants for low excess energies generally dissociate along 

the lowest dissociation energy channel. A higher dissociation 

energy channel may be observed if the excess energy is great enough, 

which tends to occurs for larger molecuels with dissociation rate 

constants which increase more slowly with excess energy. The ratio 

of products appearing in several dissociation channels is determined 

by the distribution of excess energies and by the ratio of the 

dissociation rate constants into the different channels from each 

level. When energy fluence limits the excess energy, increasing the 

energy fluence increases the average amount of excess energy and makes 

observation of a higher dissociation energy channel more likely. A 

model calculation for C.FgCI predicts that multiphoton dissociation 

into the lower energy channel, C 2F g + CI, dominates at low energy 

fluence. At high energy fluence, the higher energy channel, CF, + 

CF,C1, assumes a larger fraction of the dissociation yield. This 

has actually been observed in a molecular beam experiment. 

If, instead of energy fluence, the intensity controls the amount 

of excess energy, then changing the energy fluence at constant laser 

intensity should not change the excess energy or the ratio of 

dissociation products. However, increasing the intensity at constant 
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e.iergy fluence increares the excess energy and thus can change the 

dissociation products. This may explain the observation of two 

different dissociation channels from ethyl vinyl ether at two 

different intensities using the same energy flucnce. Competition 

between several dissociation channels thus provides a stringent test 

of the model calculation's ability to predict excess energy. 

Be-duse the quasi-continuum cross section may depend on fre

quency, a change in the laser frequency at identical laser energy 

fluenc? and intensity can affect the dissociation product. Thus, 

experiments showing that fie dissociation products depend on the 

18 
1 a.er frequency, which have been used to defend the mode selective 

hypothesis, could be a result of a dependence of the quasi-continuum 

cross section on frequency. A change in the fraction excited to the 

quasi-continijm and not the cross section, accomplished, for instance, 

by changing the initial molecular temperature, does not change the 

excess energy, so the results of such experiments ?re more easily 

interpretable, as was shown in the results of nolecular beam experi-

„  2 
ments. 

Collisions, like the frequency, have more than one effect on 

multiphoton dissociation. The fraction of molecules excited to the 

quasi-continuum is increased by collisional hole filling of states 

that have been depleted by excitation U the quasi-continuum. This 

has already been included in a rate equation model ° and should, now 

that it is generally recognized, cause no further problems in 
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interpretation. However, in addition, collisions alter the ensemble 

population distribution toward a thermal, Boltzman population dis

tribution with the sane value of <n>. Despite the constancy of 

<n>, the altered population distribution means that collisions can 

change both the dissociation yield and the excess energy with which 

molecules dissociate. Therefore, collisions can be ignored in mea

suring the dissociation yield only if the molecules with enough 

energy to dissociate do so before collisions occurs. For example, 

SF, excited just above its dissociation threshold has lifetimes for 
6 

dissociation much longer than the laser pulse duration and may be 

collisionally deactivated even long after the end of the laser pulse. 
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CO::CLUSION 

An empirical rate equation model consistent with experimental 

results on MPD, shows that at very high laser intensities the laser 

energy fluence controls the amount of excitation. At lower inten

sities an intensity-dependent fraction of the molecules are excited 

to the quasi-continuum where the excitat-"n is still determined by 

the energy fluence. This model is used to Dredict <n^, dissociation 

yield and excess energy dependences on laser intensity and energy 

fluence. The average nunber of photons absorbed by molecules and 

the dissociation yield are determined by the peak laser intensity, 

because the intensity controls the fraction of molecules excited to 

the quasi-continuum, and the energy fluence, because fluence controls 

the net amount of excitation for molecules that have been excited to 

the quasi-continuum. The excess energy with which molecules dissociate 

is limited by the energy fluence when the dissociation occurs after 

the laser pulse and by the intensity when the dissociation competes 

with the up-excitation during the pulse. 

We have treated both 5F, and CF,I as examples of HPD in large 

and small molecules. They differ by the way intensity and energy 

fluer.ce determine the excess energy with which the molecules dissociate. 

For a small molecule with a small dissociation energy, the dissociation 

rate constant increases extremely rapidly with excess energy and the 

molecules dissociate with liife excess energy for typical laser inten

sities. For large molecules and molecules with large dissociation 
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energios, the dissociation rate constant increases relatively slowly 

with excess energy, so the internal energy may exceed the energy 

required to dissociate into several dissociation channels. Thus, 

at high energy fluence the intensity controls the excess energy and 

the relative yields into each dissociation channel. 

Treguency tuning below the resonant frequency causes the SF, 

guasi-continuum cross section to increase and the fraction of mole

cules excited to the quasi-continuum to decrease. Thus, frequency 

variations cause changes in the quantitative predictions for the 

laser intensity and energy fluence deoendences of <n^, or dissociation 

yield, and of excess energy with which molecules dissociate. Collisions 

can also cause changes in the quantitative predictons because collisions 

during the laser pulse can affect the fraction of molecules excited to 

the quasi-continuum. Collisions, even if absent during the laser 

pulse, can change the quasi-continuum population distribution, hence, 

altering the dissociation yield and the average excess energy after 

the laser pulse is over. 
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Appendix A 

Our RRKK computations ho.e been performed using a computer program 

written by W. L. Hase and D. Bunker. In the initial calculations a 

dissociation energy of 77 kcal/mole was used; however, evidence has 

accumulated to show that the correct dissociation energy should be 

closer to 93 kcal/mo)e. In the present calculation,  «•; used a bond 

energy of 93 kcal/mole in the molecule. Fig. Al shows the predicted 

RRKM rate constants for SF, and SF, as a function of excess energy. 

A critical configuration is constructed by applying the minimum 

state density criterion. The density of states is calculated given 

the potential curve (assumed to be a Morse potential), vibrational 

frequencies and moments of inertia in the critical configuration (assumed 

to be functions of the reaction coordinate). The reaction coordinate is 

taken as the S-F internuclea"- bond distance. The vibrational frequencies 

in the critical configuration are 774, 542 (Z), 948(2), and 481(7) cm" 1 

and two others which depended on the reaction coordinate. The assumed 

481 cm mode is the harmonic mean of all SF bending motions. All 

the other frequencies are SF stretches. One of the original 948 cm" 

stretch modes of the unexcited SF, disappears because the stretching 

is along !\he reaction coordinate. The SF bending modes are weakened 

in the critical configuration. An empirical formula which has been 

found useful in RRKM calculation for calculating frequencies of the 

softened bending modes in the critical configuration is: 

+( r+) = v o e x p (-1.9 r+/r°) 

where r° = 1.56 ft is the equilibrium bond distance and v° = 481 cm 
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RRKM calculated  rate  constant  using  a dissociation  energy 
of  93  kcal/mole  for  SFg •* SF5 +  F and  a dissociation  energy 
of  51  kcal/mole  for  SF5  +  SF4  +  F. 
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is the equilibrium frequency. The moments of inertia in the critical 

configuration were calculated in a straight-forward manner. The minimum 

density of states search results in a value of the reaction coordinate 

of 3.7  A for a given excitation energy E = 117 kcal/mole. 

A similar RRKM calculation has also been performed on the SF 5 -*• 

SF. + F dissociation. In this RRKM calculation many guesses must be 

made since there is very little data (except for energetics) on the SF-

molecule. The moments of inertia for the ground state are determined 

using an SF,- geometry identical to SF, with one of the fluorines missing. 

We estimate the vibrational frequencies of SF- from known vibrational 

frequencies for SFjCl, SF g, and SF 4 to be 932(?), 772(1), 642(2), 613(1), 

522(3), and 344(3) cm" 1. 

The structure of the SF- molecule in the critical configuration is 

assumed to be similar to SF. molecule with a SF bond stretch serving as 

the reaction coordinate. The frequencies in the critical configuration 

are 900(2), 750(1), 560(1), 510(2), 300(3), and 63(2) cm"1. The rate 

constants determined from such an RRKM calculation are clearly much 

less reliable than those determined for the SF, •+ SF,. + F dissociation. 

However, we expect that the calculated lifetimes for SF 5 are correct to 

within an order of magnitude. 
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Appendix B 

The multiphoton dissociation experiments described in this thesis 

were carried out using the crossed 1 . er-molecular beam apparatus 

described in Chapter II. The apparatus, shown in Fig. 1, consists of 

triple differential pumping of the molecular beam source, an inter

action region where the laser crosses the molecular beam, and a 

rotatable triply differentially pumped detector that includes an 

electron bombardment ionizer and mass spectrometer. 

Although the beam molecules are different from the nultiphoton 

dissociation products, they produce many of the same ion fragments 

in 200 eV electron bombardment ionization. Therefore, the triple 

differential pumping of the molecular beam source, evident in Fig. 1, 

is necessary to reduce the background ion intensity when the detector 

is at small angles from the molecular beam. Within approximately 10° 

of the molecular beam direction, the detector ionizer can "see" 

effusion from the slit of the final differential pumping region of 

the molecular beam source. With triple differential pumping of the 

beam source, the slit in the final region is selected so that it does 

not collimate the beam, that is, the slit is large enough that all of 

the molecular beam passes through the slit. In this way the number 

density at the third slit is more than two order of magnitude 

smaller than the number density at a slit which collimates the mole

cular beam. Thus, the effusion from the slit and the background in 

the ionizer from this source is reduced by two orders of magnitude. 
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Fig.  1.  Diagram  of  the  molecular  beam apparatus  used  for  the  study 
of  SF,  nultiphoton  dissociation. 
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However, in our molecular beam apparatus, the addition of a third 

differential pumping region does not decrease the background by the 

expected two orders of magnitude because elastic scattering of the 

molecular beam by the 5 x 10 residual gas in t.ie main chamber is 

the major source of background at small angles from the molecular 

beam. The elastic scattering background is approximately ten times 

smaller than the background expected from use of only two differential 

pumping chambers, but is an order of magnitude larger than the 

effusive background from the slit of the third differential region. 

Background can be reduced further by observing an ion mass that 

is prodigiously created from the multiphoton dissociation fragment, 

but not from the beam molecules. Therefore, the electron bombardment 

ion fragmentation ratius of the neutral multiphoton dissociation 

fragments are given in Table 1. The first column gives the molecular 

radical species produced in the dissociation deduced from the ion 

fragmentation ratios and the translational energy distributions. The 

parent molecules are given in the second column and can either be the 

beam molecules  or their primary multiphoton dissociation products 

(e.g., SF 5 from SF g MPD and CFC1 2 from CFClj MPD). The third column 

gives the ion fragment observed. The most abundant ion fragment is 

arbitrarily scaled to a value of 10. The random error in measurement 

of ion fragment ratios is approximately ±1. However, there are 

systematic errors that may be larger. One systematic error, the 

dependence of the ion fragment ratio on the electric quadrupole mass 



 1 2 4 

Table  1 .  Fragmentat ion  r a t i o s  ob ta ined  ,'n  200  v o l t  e l e c t r o n 

bombardment  i o n i z a t i o n  o f  molecular  r a d i c a l s . 

Ion  Fragments  and  R a t i o j . 

C F 2

+ ( 1 0 ) ,  C F + ( 4 ) ,  C F 3

+ ( 0 . 8 ) 

C F 2

+ ( 1 0 ) ,  C F + ( 4 ) ,  C F 3 ' ( 0 . 8 ) 

C F 2

+ ( 1 0 ) ,  C F + ( 4 ) ,  C F 3

+ ( 2 . 7 ) 

C F 2

+ ( 1 0 ) ,  C F 2 C l + ( 9 ) ?  C F + ( 7 ) 

C F 2 B r + { 1 0 ) ,  C F 2

+ ( 2 ) ,  zf{Z) 

C F C 1 + ( 1 0 ) ,  C F C l 2

+ { 6 . 5 ) ,  C F + ( 3 . 5 ) , 

C C l + ( 2 . 8 ) ,  C C l 2

+ ( 2 ) 

C F C 1 + ( 1 0 ) ,  C F + ( 5 ) 

C F + ( 1 0 ) ,  C F C l + ( < 3 ) 

C F + ( 1 0 ) ,  C F 2

+ ( 5 ) 

C 2 H C 1 + { 1 0 ) ,  C 2 H C 1 2

+ ( 1 0 ) 

C F 2

+ ( 1 0 ) ,  C F 3

+ ( 1 0 ) ,  C F + ( 7 ) ,  C 2 F 4

+ ( 6 ) 

S F 3

+ ( 1 0 ) ,  S F 2

+ ( 2 ) 

S F 3

+ ( 1 0 ) ,  S F 2

+ ( 4 . 5 ) 

N F + ( 1 0 ) ,  N F 2

+ ( 5 ) ,  F + ( 0 . 7 ) 

Neut ra l 

Fragment  Parent 

CF.  CF 3C1 

CF 3 Br 

C F 3 I 

CF2C1  C F 2 C 1 2 

CF 2Br  C F 2 B r 2 

CFC1 2  CFC1 3 

CFC1  CFC1 2 

CHFC1 2 

CF,  CHF2C1 

C 2 H C 1 2  C 2 H C 1 3 

hh  C 2 F 5 C1 

S F 5  S F 6 

SF4  S F 5 

NF2  N 2 F 4 
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filter settings is to a large extent avoided by operating the quad-

rupole at a low enough resolution that the ion intensity is saturated. 

In order to understand the origin of *he systematic errors, the 

analysis of the multiphoton dissociation of the members of the CF,X 

series, where X=C1, Br, I is considered. The fragments of the multi-

photon dissociation were CF,, detected in the mass spectrometer mainly 

as CF, and CF , both with identical velocity and angular distributions, 

and X with different distributions. The distributions of CF, and X 

were correlated by the conservation of linear momentum in the 

dissociation process. The ratios between the mass spectrometer signals 

of CF, , CF, , and CF were determined for each of the three cases. The 

ratios were independent of laser energy fluence and the product trans-

lational energy (within the ±1 uncertainty). When the ion fragments 

come from the same CF, dissociation product, the ion fragment radios 

should be the same. The CF, :CF ratio is the same in all three cases. 

However, the CF, :CF ion ratio changes from 0.8:10 for CF.C1 and 

CF,Br parent to 2.7:10 for CF,I parent. Since up-excitation competes 

v.ith dissociation to determine the excess -lergy when the molecules 

dissociate and CF,I has the highest dissociation rate constant for a 

given excess energy, the nascent CF, and CF,I should have the smallest 

amount of vibrational energy. The smaller amount of internal vibra

tional energy in CF, from CF,I parent probably causes the small 

increased yield of CF, . 

A similar but more dramatic change in the ion fragment ratios is 

observed in the ionization of CFC1 from both CFC1, and CHFC1, parents. 
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The CFCl formed in CFCl- rultiphoton dissociation by atomic elimination 

should be vibrationally cold because the dissociation rate is huge 

even at internal energies just above the dissociation energy. CFCl 

formed in CHFC1. multiphoton dissociation by molecular elinination should 

be vibrationally hot, because the dissociation rate just above the 

dissociation energy is not so large and there is an energy barrier 

which is released in the dissociation. Part of this energy barrier 

probably appears as CFCl vibrational energy. Thus, increasing the 

vibrational energy in CF, and CFCl causes a decrease in the ion 

fragment ratio for the most massive (parent) ion fragment. The ion 

fragmentation dependence on vibrational energy is a large source of 

systematic errors and therefore Table 1 should be used as.a not-too-

accurate guide. 
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Appendix C 

This appendix contains the computer program used for the model 

calculations described in Chapters 2 and 3. The conments in the 

program make it self-explanatory. 
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PROGRAM  TDHPA2  ( I N P U T . O U T P U T . T A P E 5  I N P U T . T A F E 6  0 U T P U T > 
C 
C  T IME  DEPENDENT  MULTIPHOTON  AESCRPT1CN    VERSION  2 . 
C  THIS  PROGRAM  CALCULATES  MPA  8Y  INTEGRATION  OF  A  SET  CF  RATE  EQUATIONS. 
C  THE  INTEGRATION  OVER  T I M E  IS  DONE  AT  INTERVALS  OF  D T .  RECOMMENOED 
C  VALUES  OF  OT  Ai>E  BETWEEN  . 0 1  ANC  . 0 0 1  NSEC.  THERE  ARE  3  SUBROUTINES. 
C  A  WORD  ABOUT  UNITS? 

C  TIHE  I N  NANOSECONDS.  ENERGY  I N  KCAL.  PATE  CONSTANTS  I N  GHZ. 
C  C  POWER  DENSITY  I N  MEGAWATTS/CM2.  CRCSS  SECTICNS  I N  l . O E  1 9  CM2. 
C 

COMMON  DT 

DIMENSION  T I T L E ! 2 0 1 . R T K I  1 0 0 1 , A B S ( 1 C O I . S E ( 1 0 0 1 . P O P ! 1 0 0 1 . P O P P P V ( 1 0 1 ) 
DIMENSION  DISSON  ( 1 0 0 1 ,  POWMOOI 

DIMENSION  P I 6 0 ) , P P R V ( 6 I !  , R T K 2 ( 6 0 I .  A B S 2 1 6 0 1 . SE2 1 6 0 ) .  D I S S 2 ( 6 0 1 

DATA  C O N S T , N 0 I H M / . 0 1 4 4 , 1 0 0 / 
C  CONST  IS  A  CCNVERSICN  CCNSTANT  NEEDED  FO*  I n   VARIABLE  C . 
C 
CARD 20A4. TITLE 
CARD ;IIO,;HO.4. NP.NTBP.DT.TKAX. 

CARD  4 1 1 9 .  L E V E L . L D I S S . L E V E 2 . L O I S 2 . 

CARD  8 F 1 0 . 4 .  RTK.  L E V E L  L O I S S U  NUMEERS  EXPECTED. 
CARD  8 F 1 0 . 4 .  R T K 2 .  L E V E 2  L 0 I S 2 U  NUMBERS  E X P E C T E C 

CARD  2 F 1 0 . 4 .  U H I . P K Z . 
CARD  4 F 1 0 . 4 .  A B S ( L )  . A B S F . A B S 2 ( 1 )  . A B S F 2 . 
CARD  I 1 0 . 3 F 1 0 . 4 , I 1 0 . 2 F 1 0 . 4 .  N F R E O , E Z E R O . B E T O , D E . N F R E B 2 . E J E R 0 2 . B E T A 2 . 
CARD  OF 1 0 . 4 .  POW.  NF  NUMBERS  E X P E A E C . 

CARD  F 1 0 . 4 .  ENRG 
C 
800  FORMAT  ( 2 0 A 4 ) 

8 0 1  FORMAT  ( 2 1 1 0 , 2 F 1 0 . 4 , I  101 
8 3 2  FORMAT  < I ] 0 . 3 F 1 0 . 4 , 1 1 0 . 2 F 1 0 . 4 ) 

803 FORMAT (8F10.4I 
804 FORMAT (4110) 
900 FORMAT (1H120A41 
901 FORMAT 1» TIME INCREMENT -».F5.3.* NSEC. • I 
902 FORMAT (1H .10F10.31 
9 0 3  FORMAT  (»0THE  LASER  PCWER  I N  MH/CM2.« /»P0WER  I S  GIVEN  AT  INTERVALS 

1  0 F * . F 8 . 4 , »  NSEC.  TOTAL  ENERGY   r t . F f c . 2 , *  J / C M 2 "  ,35X ,»ENERGY»1 
504  FDRMAT  OOPARAMETERS  I N  THE  FIRST  CISSOCI AT  I O N ? * ) 
9 0 5  FORMAT  ( «  MAXIMUM  LEVEL  « * , I 3 , »  D I S S O C I A T I V E  LEVEL  = » I 3 , » ( I N C L U O I N 

1G  LEVEL  0 . » • ) 
9 0 6  FORMAT  (*OPARAMETERS  I N  THE  SECCND  D I S S C C I  A T I O N ? * l 

90T  FORMAT  (*OPARAHETERS  OF  EQUATION  FOR  P O P ( 1 1 .  GAMMA   » F 5 . 2 « D E L T A  « 

H F 5 . 1 ) 
9 0 8  FORMAT  ( «OTHE  QUASICCNTINUUC  STARTS  AT  L E V E L M 2 ) 
1  READ  1 5 , 8 0 0 1  T I T L E 

C 
C  NP  NUMBER  OF  POWERS  TO  SE  I N P U T . 
C  NTBP  NUHBER  OF  T I M E  INTERVALS  TC  THE  OUTPUT  OF  THE  POP.  D I S T R I B U T I O N S . 
C  DT  T IME  INCREMENT  FOR  THE  INTEGRATION. 

C  TMAX  DURATION  OF  THE  LASER  PULSE.  T r i A X / D T * N 3 .  OF  TIME  INTERVALS. 
C  ALL  VARIABLES  BEGINNING  M T H  L  ARE  INTEGERS  WHICH  CORRESPONDTO  AN 
C  ENERGY  OF  DF.*LXXXX.  THE  SAME  VARIABLE  PRECEDED  BY  AN  I ,  AS  I N  I L X X X X , 
C  IS  JUST  I L X X X X » L X X X X * 1 .  T H I S  I S  TO  GET  RID  OF  THE  PROBLEH  THAT  THE 
C  POPULATION  AT  0  ENERGY  RESIDES  I N  THE  VARIABLE  F 0 P I 1 J . 
C  ILEVEL  IS  THE  NUMBER  OF  LEVELS  INCLUDED  I N  THE  F IRST  D I S S O C I A T I O N . 
C  ILEVE2  I S  THE  NUMBER  CF  LEVELS  INCLUDEC  I N  THE  SECONDARY  D I S S O C I A T I O N . 
C  L D I S S . L D I S 2  CORRESPOND  TO  THE  D ISSOCIAT ION  ENERGIES I1  ANO  2 1 ,  RESP. 
C  LUP  IS  THE  LEVEL  I N  THE  SECOND  ABSORPTION  BEYOND  WHICH  THER  I S  NO 
C  DECAY  INTO  HIGHER  LEVELS  CF  THE  SECCNO  MCLECULE  FRCH  T>E  F I R S T . 
C  LQC  IS  THE  F IRST  LEVEL  OF  THE  QUASICONTINUUM 
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20  E   E * P 0 W ( I I 
E  •  E » T M A X / I N P » 1 0 0 0 . I 

C  I N I T I A L  POPULATION  D I S T R I B U T I O N . 
POPI11  =  1 . 

FOPPRVU)    1. 

POHHAX  =  0 . 
C 
C  PRINT  OUT THE  ENERGV  AND  PCUER  DENSIT IE S  CF  THE  LASER. 
C  ENRG  TOTAL  ENERGY  DENSITY  I N  J / C H 2  FOR  NORMALIZING  POWER  D E N S I T Y . 
C  E  I S  THE  TOTAL  ENERGY  OENSITT  Cf  THE  LASER. 
C 

READ  ( 5 , 8 0 3 1  ENRG 

IF  IENRS  . L E .  0 . )  STGP 

CO  30  I  l t N P 
30  P O N t l l  «  P C W ( I I * E N R G / E 

WRITE  ( 6 , 9 0 3 )  ( T H A X / N P I . E N R G 
WRITE  ( 6 , 9 0 2 )  ( P O w d  1 , 1  1 ,  I K P I 
kRITE  1 6 , 9 0 8 )  LOC 
WRITS  ( 6 , 9 0 7 )  W H I t P K I 
l»NT  «  TMAX/OT 

HRITE  ( 6 , 9 0 1 )  OT 
C 

C  MOW CO  THE  INTEGRATION.  INCHEMENT  CVER  T I M E ,  ANO FOR  EACH  T IME  CALCU
C  LATE  THE  POPULATION  OISTRI8UT IONHHICH  RESIDES  I N  THE  ARRAYS  POP AND P. 
C  ABS.ABS2  ARE THE  FULL  AF.RAY  CF  AESORPT  JON  CROSS  S E C T I O N S . 
C  SE .SE2  ARE THE  ARRAYS  OF  STIPULATED  EMISS ION  CRCSS  SECTICNS  FRCM  PREP. 
C C A  COEFFICIENT  I N  THE  RATE  EQUATIONS  INVOLVING  THE  PONER  D E N S I T Y . 
C  POPPRV  IS  THE  PREVIOUS  POPULATION  D I S T R 1 8 U T I 0 N F 0 R  THE  PRIMARY  DISSOC. 
C  PPRV  I S  THE  PREVIOUS  POPULATION  D I S T R I B U T I O N  FOR THE  SECONO  D1SSCC. 
C  D I S S 0 N . D I S S 2  CCNTAIN  THE  TOTAL  C1SS0CIAT ICN  YIELDS  FROM  EACH  L E V E L . 
C 

DO  100  11  ,NNT,NTBP 

CALL  DISTR  I I L E V E L , N 0 1 M N | P C F F R V , I , A B S , S E > 
IF  ( L E V E 2 . N E . 0 )  CALL  DISTR  ( I L E V E 2 , N 0 I M N , P P R V , I , A B S 2 , S E 2 ) 
0 0  9 0  J=1 ,NTBP 

TMP    ( (  I * J  2 . ) * N P / N N T ) * 1 . 
ITHP  *  I  NT(TMP) 
TMP1    TMP ITMP 

POWER  <  T M P 1 * P 0 N ( I T H P * 1 > < I 1 .  T M P 1 > < P 0 W < I T M P > 
IF  ( P O W E R . L E . . 0 0 0 0 1 )  GC TO  9 0 
C=POWER*OT*CONST/DE 
I F  (POWER.LE.PGWMAX)  GO TO  75 

POWMAX - POWER 
P O P < U  =  U .  E R F U l H l * M . a G t P O W E ( l / f > f c I H W Z . 

75  P O P ( I L « C )    P 0 P P R V ( I L C C )  P 0 P ( l ) * P C P P R V C l > * C » t S E ( I L a C ) » P O P P R V ( I I L Q C 

1  l  A B S ( I L O C ) * P O P P R V ( I L a C ) l 
DO  SO  K  I I L O C I L E V E L 
POPIK)    P 0 P P R V ( K ) * ( 1 .  0 T » R T K ( K ) ) * C * ( A B S I K  1 ) * P 0 P P R V < K  1 I * S E I K ) « P 0 

1 P P R V ( K » l I  ( A B S ( K ) * S E ( K  l ) ) * P 0 P P R V ( K ) ) 
D ISSON(K)  •  O T * P T K ( K ) » F C f ( K ) * D I S S O N ( K ) 

80  P O P P R V I K  1 )    P O P ( K  l ) 

F 0 P P R V I 1 I  «  P O P ( l ) 
POPPRV( ILEVEL)  <  P C P ( I L E V E L ) 

I F  ( L E V E 2 . E 0 . 0 )  GO TO  90 
C 
C CA_ CUCATE THE ABSORPTION FOR THE SECONO STEP. 
C 

P(4) - PPRV<M*C*(SE2(4)*PPBV(5>-ABS2(4)*PPPVt*) )*POPPRV(«+(-DlSS > 
1»RTK(4*LDISS)*CT 
DO OS L-5.LUP 
P(L) * PPRV(L) •C*(ABS2(L-1I*PPRV(L-1)*SE2(L)*PPRV( 

lL*l)-(ABS2(L)*SE2(L-l))*PPRV(Lt)+PCPPRV(L+LCISS)*0T»RTK(L»LDISS) 
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c 
REAO  (5 .8011  NP,NTBP,DT,TMA»,L«C 
ILSC  >  ICCt l 
S1LQC  »  ILQC+1 
READ  (5 ,80*1  LEVEL,LDISS,LEVE2,L0IS2 
ILDISS    LDlSSH 
ILEVEL    LEVEL*1 
LUP    ILEVELLOISS 
ILUP  »  LUP»1 
ILDIS2    LDIS2* ! 
ILEVE2    LEVE2H 
DO  5  I  l .LOlSS 

5  ( I K I I I  =  D. 
DO  6  I   1.LDIS2 

6  RTK2II I  =  0 . 
C 
C  2  FOLLOWING  A  VARIABLE  INOICATES  THAT  IT  REFERS  TO  THE  SECOND  OISSCC. 
C  RTK.RTK2  RRKM  RATE  CONSTANTS  FOR  THE  DISSOCIATION. 
C  WH1.PKI  ARE  PARAMETERS  CPNTRCLLING  THE  INTENSITIES  REQUIRED  TO  REACH 
C  THE  QUASICONTINUUH.  WHI  AFFECTS  THE  MIDTH  OF  THE  INTENSITIES  NEEOEO. 
C  PKI  IS  THE  IN3ENSITY  WHERE  HALF  OF  THE  MOLECULES  ARE  IN  THE  QC. 
C  ABS(1)>ABS2(I)  FIRST  ABSORPTICN  CROSS  SECTICN. 
C  ABSF.ABSF2.  LAST  ABSORPTION  CROSS  SECTION. 
C  DE  ENERGY  OF  THE  LASER  PHOTON. 
C  NFRECNFRE02  VIBRATIONAL  DEGREES  OF  FREEOCM  IN  THE  MOLECULE. 
C  EZER0.EZERC2  ZERO  POINT  ENRGY  OF  THE  MOLECULE. 
C  BETA.BETA2  FREQUENCY  DISPERSION  PARAMETER.  SEE  ROBINSON  »ND  hOLBROOK. 
C  POM  IS  THE  APRAY  OF  POMER  CENSITIES  OF  THE  LASER  AS  A  FUNCTION  OF  TINE 
C 

REAO  IS .  803)  ( R T M I I . I ' I L D I S S . U E V E L I 
IF  ILEVE2.NE.0)  REAO  (5 .8031  (P.TK2II  I t  1ILDIS2.ILEVE2) 
READ  15,8031  WHI,PKI 
REAO  (5 ,8031  ABSI11,ABSF,ABS2I  I I  ,ABSF2 
READ  (5,8021  NFREO.EZERO, BETA, OEt NFFEC2. EZER02.BETA2 
h'f»  »  NPtl 
REAO  15,803)  (POW<11,I2.NPI 

C 
C  THIS  PROGRAM  ASSUMES  THAT  FUR  VERT  SHORT  LIFSTSME  STATES,  WOLECULES  AT 
C  TIME  T  DISSOCIATE  AT  TIME  T»DT. 

DO  7  IILDISS,ILEVEL 
7  IF  IRTK( I I»DT.GT.1 . I  R T K M I  L / D T 

DO  t'  I  ILDIS2.ILEVE2 
3  IF  I R 7 K 2 [ I I * D T . G T . l . )  RTK2( I I»1 . /DT 
C 
C  INITIALIZE  AND  SET  THE  ARRAYS  NECESSARY. 
C 

INP    NP*1 
POMdl  <  0 . 
POMINP+ll    0 . 
POklNPtZl    0 . 

13  WRITE  (6 ,900 )  TITLE 
WRITE  16,90*1 
MRITE  (6 ,905)  LEVEL,LDISS 
CALL  PREPIABS,  ABSF,SE.LEVEL,NFREQ,EZERO,BETA,OE,POP,01SSON.POPPRV, 

1NDIMNI 
IF  (LEVE2.EQ.0I  GO  TO  15 
• RITE  (6 ,906) 
MRITE  (6 ,905)  LEVE2.LDIS2 
CALL  PREPIABS2,ABSF2,SE2,LEVE2,NFRE0.2,EZER02,BETA210E,P»0ISS2,PPRV 

l,NDIMN) 
15  E    0 . 

DO  20  1*1,NP 
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85  PPRIMLl l   P I L  l l 
CO  86  LUUP.ILEVE2 
P(L)    PPRV(L>*(I .OT»RTK2tL))»C*(A852iLl)»PPRVILl)*SE2<L>»PPRVI 

l L * l )  ( A B S 2 U I » S E 2 I L  l ) ) * P P R v a ) > 
D1SS2U)    DT*RTK21Ll»Pll . l»DISS2al 

86  PPRVILl l    PJL  I I 
PPRVIILEVE2I    P(ILcVE2l 

9Q  CONTINUE 
100  CONTINUE 
C 
C CONCLUDE THE PROGRAM BY PRINTING UUT THE OESIREO IKFRCHATION. 
C 

CALL  DISTR  I  LEVEL.ND1PN.PCF.I.ABS.SEI 
IF  ILEVE2.NE.0I  CALL  DISTR  IILEVE2.NOIMN.P.I.ABS2.SE2! 
CALL  CONCL  ILOISS.RTK.01  SSCIt.POP.NCIMN.ILEVELI 
IF  (LEVE2.NE.0I  CALL  CONCLILD1S2.RTK2.01  SS2.P.NDIMN.ILEVE2) 
GC  TO  10 
END 

SUBP.GUTI NE  PREPt  ABSt ABSF  tSE  . L K V E L .  KFPEC. EZEFX.  BET » ,OEt  A, B . C .  N> 
C 

C  PREP  PREPARES  FOR  THE  REST  OF  TFE  PROGFAM  BY  I N I T I A L I Z I N G  ARRAYS  AND 
C  CALCULATING  THE  CROSS  SECTIONS  FOR  ABSCRPT1GN  AM)  STIMULATED  E H I S S I U N . 
C  ABS  AND  SE  ARE  RELATEO  BY  THE  RATIO  OF  THE  DENSITY  OF  STATES  AS 
C  CALCULATED  BY  THE  hHITTENRABINCVITCH  APPROXIMATION  INCLUOING  ROTATION 
C  ROS  IS  THE  SAT 10  OF  THE  DENSITY  OF  STATES. 
C 

DIMENSION  ABSIN)  . S E ( N )  ,PDSI  1 0 0 ) , G 1 1 0 0 1 , A ( N ) , B ( N I , C ( 1 0 1 I 
902  FORMAT  ( 1 H  1 0 F 1 0 . 5 ) 

9 0 4  FORMAT  ( *ORAT10  OF  THE  DENSITY  CF  STATES  BETWEEN  ACJACENT  L E V E L S * ) 

905  FORMAT  C»0ABSORPTION  CROSS  SECTION  IN  l .OE19  CM2.»I 
CO  5  I  l . N 
A(  D ' O . 
BCI)>3. 

5  C ( I I « 0 . 
C(N*I)  •=  0 . 
GUI  '  . 5 
DO  B  11,LEVEL 
A B S f l t l l *  ABSIl)*IABSF/ABSf11 )*»(FLOAT(I) /<LEVEL1.)  I 
EPR  »  I*OE/EZERO 
IF  <£PR.GE. l . )  GO  TO  6 
k"l./[5.»EPR*2.73»SaRT<EPR>«3.51> 
hPR  .   (  5.*l.365/SQRTIEPR)l»h»K 
GC  TO  7 

6  h    EXPI2.*191*EPR**0.25I 
UPR  »  0 .60478*N*EPR**<0.  75) 

7  Gd+11  •  (EPRH.BETA»NI»»()sFRECl)  •(l.BETA*HPR  I 
8  RDS( I I    C I I I / G I I t l l 

DO  10  I'1,LEVEL 
10  SE( I )    ABSMI*ROS(I I 

ABStLEVELH)    0 . 
SEILEVELtl)  «  0 . 
MUTE  (6 ,9041 
WRITE  (6 .902)  <ROS(I  ) , W , L E V E L ! 
WRITE  (6 .905 ) 
hRITE  (6 ,902)  ( A B S I I ) , I ' l , L E V E L ) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE  UISTR  ( I L E V E L . N . P O P . I . A B S . S E ) 
C 
C  OISTP  OUTPUT  THE  POPULATION  O I S T R I B U T I C N  WHICH  RESJOES  I h  POP. 
C  SUM  CONTAINS  THE  TOTAL  POPULATION  IN  THE  MOLECULEIUNOISSCCIATED. I 
C  AVI.  CONTAINS  THE  AVERAGE  NUMBER  LF  PHOTCKS  ABSORBED. 
C 

CCMMCN  DT 

DIMENSION  POPIN)  . A B S I M  , S E I M 
9 0 1  FORMAT  (»0POPULATION  D ISTRIBUT ION  A F T E R * , F 8 . 2 ,  •  MSEC.  SUM  • • • F S . 6 , 

: »  AVERAGE  EXCITAT ICN  • « F 6 . 2 »  CROSS  SECTION   « F 6 . 2 ) 
102  FORMA"  I  IH  ,  1 0 F 1 0 . 7 I 

AVG  »  0 . 
SUM0. 
CS  "  A B S I 1 l » P O P I 1 ) 

DO  63  K » 2 , I L E V E L 
6 1  CS  =  ( A B S ( K ]  S E ( K  1 )  ( • P 0 P I K I * C S 

DC  70  K « l ,  I LEV EL 
AVC    AVG»(  K  1 . ) » P 0 P I K ) 

70  SUrt"SUM«PUPIK) 
IF  I  S U M . L E . l . E  B I  S U M  1 . 
WRITE  ( 6 , 9 0 1 1  D T X I  l l , S U M , A V G / S U M , C S / S U H 

WRITE  ( 6 , 9 0 ? )  ( P 0 P ( K ) , K  1 , I L E V E L > 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE  C O N C L I L D I S S . R T K , O I S S O N . P O P . N , I L E V E L I 
C 

C  CONCL  CONCLUDES  THE  PROGRAM  BY  PRINTING  THE  O I S S O C I A T I C N  YIELOS  AT  THE 
C  END  CF  THE  PULSE. 
C 

CIMENSION  R T M N ) , D I S S O N ( N I , P O P ( N ) 

906  FORMAT  ( » 1 OISSOC  IAT  ION  Y I E L O / 5 M . E V  EL, 8X,  13FRATE  CONSTANT,  7X ,  BHYIE 
1LD  O N , 1 0 X , 9 H Y I E L D  OFF , 1 0 X ,  11HT0TAL  Y I E L D ) 

907  FORMAT  ( 1 H 0 , 1 4 , B X , F 1 0 . 5 ,  1 0 X . F 8 . 5 , 1 I X , F B . 5 , 1 I X . F 8 . 5 1 
TDON  »  0 . 

TDOFF    0 . 
WRITE  ( 6 , 9 0 6 ) 
I L D I S S  »  L D I S S + 1 
CO  120  I  I L U I S S , I L E V E L 

WRITE  ( 6 , 9 3 7 )  I ~ L D I S S , R T K ( I ) , D I S S O M  I I . P O P I  I  ) , P O P (  I  )»DISSON(  I ) 
TDUN  .  TDON  +  D I S S U N I I ) 

120  TDOFF  *  TOGFF«POP( I1 
1 » 0 
A * 0 . 

WRITE  ( 6 , 9 0 7 )  I , A , T D C N , T D C F F , T D C N * T D O F F 
RETURN 
END 

U.S.  GPO;  1979    693169/F69 


